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In this Issue
Our cover storythis monthis one of those classicengineeringtales.Once
upon a time, two HP engineerswere discussinghow nice it would be to
have graphicstabletsfor therr home computers.Wasn't it too bad that the
tablets-even HP's-were so expensive?In their free time, they began to
hit on a simple,elegantscheme
designgraphicstablets,and they eventually
that reducedthe number of parts needed, and thereforethe cost, without
reducingresolution.The idea is to use just a few conductivetraces under
the tablet surface instead of hundreds,but to use them over and over in
differentorders at differentlocations.They call it permutedtrace ordering.
Our cover photo illustratesit using a differentcolor for each trace. The graphicstablet,the HP
45911A, costs less than a quarterof what previoustabletscost for the same resolution.The full
story is told by Tom Malzbenderin the articleon page 4.
A graphicstablet is a devicethat a human uses to communicategraphicaldata to a computer
by pointingwith a stylus.You can use it for sketching,drawing,computer-aideddesign,or menu
picking.On the otherhand,you mightchoosesome otherdevice,such as a mouse,a touchscreen,
the keyboard,a digitizer,or a knob. All of these computerinput devices,and otherstoo, operate
at human speed, which by computerstandardsis pretty slow. Hewlett-Packardhas a low-cost
standardinterfacefor connectingdevices of this kind to personalcomputersand workstations.
Calledthe HP Human InterfaceLink, or HP-HIL (not to be confusedwith the HP InterfaceBus,
HP-IB,or the HP InterfaceLoop, HP-|L),it allowsyou to connectup to seven devicesto a single
port on the computer.To find out how it works, read the articleon page 8.
lf you're interestedin AT&T's UNIX@operatingsystemor in HP's versionof it, HP-UX,you've
probablyalreadyread a lot of the extensiveliteratureon the subject.Even so, you may find some
new insightsin the paper on page 26, which comparesthe use and performanceof the various
operatingsystem.Signals,
interprocesscommunicationlacilitiesavailablein this multiprocessing
pipes,shared memory,semaphores,and messagequeuesare rankedfor varioususes and data
is presentedto supportthe ranking.
Branchesare decisionpointsin computerprograms.Branchanalysisis a methodof assessing
the thoroughnessof softwaretestingby keepingtrack of how many brancheshave beenexecuted
by the test procedureand how many have not. Althoughit sounds simple enough,the first HP
softwarelaboratoriesthat imposedbranchcoveragerequirementson their testingprojectsfound
that there are many pitfalls,such as attemptingto meet the coveragegoal by testingall the easy
branchesinsteadof the criticalones. ln the paperon page 13, three HP softwareengineerswarn
of the pitfallsand lay out a comprehensivemethodologyfor avoidingthem and reapingall the
benefitsof branchanalysis.
Yoshio Nishi gained notorietyas the developerof the first commercial1M-bytedynamicread/
writememorychip.Thatworkwasdonewhenhe headedToshibaSemiconductorGroup'ssemiconductor device engineeringlaboratory.Broughtto HP by an exchangeprogrambetweenthe two
VLSI researchlaboratory.On page 24,
companies,Dr. Nishi now directsHP Laboratories'silicon
he gives us his view of the currentstatusof CMOS technologyand lists some of the engineering
integration(ULSI).
thistechnologyas we approachthe eraof ultra-large-scale
challengesfacing
-R. P. Dolan

What's Ahead
The July issuetells the designstoryof two instrumentsfor evaluatingdigitalradioperformance:
the HP 3708A Noise and InterferenceTest Set and the HP 3709A ConstellationDisplay.

ro eo[ino. Lelters should be addressed to: Editor, HewletfPackard Journal, 3200 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.
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PermutedTraceOrderingAllows
Low-Gost,High-Resolution
Graphicslnput
A scheme that substantiallyreduces the number of trace
drivers required provides an inexpensive,but highperformance graphics tablet for HP's HP-HlL family.
by Thomas Malzbender

HE TASK OF ANY GRAPHICSTABLET is to provide
the host computer with information corresponding
to the position of a pen-like stylus relative to the top
surface of the tablet, commonly referred to as the platen.
This capability allows the user to input graphical data in
a more natural manner for applications such as menu picking, CAD (computer-aided design), sketching, and drawing.
Based on a new input technology, the HP 45911A
Graphics Tablet (Fig. f) represents a significant contribution in price/performance for this class of graphics input
devices. Less than a quarter of the cost of earlier HP graphics
tablets, the HP 45911A offers a resolution of 1200 lines per
inch (0.02 mm) with essentially no jitter at this high resoIution. Its active area was chosen to be 11 inches per side
to accommodate standard overlays produced by third-party
software vendors. Ergonomically, the HP 45911A features
a minimal footprint, low-profile package designed to be
used in front of large workstations like HP's Vectra Computer without restricting easy access to the system's disc

drives. In addition, its standard width of 325 mm allows
it to be stacked on top of the system when not in use.
The development history of the HP 45911'\ is reminiscent of HP's early development style in which projects
were initiated by lab engineers with a need for a new product and who believed they had a good idea on how to
construct it. Early in 1984, Mike Berke and I were griping
about the high price of the HP 9111A (HP's only tablet
back then) and how useful a good inexpensive tablet would
be for our home computer systems. So when time would
allow it, we started experimenting with various tablet designs. After prototyping several technologies (electrostatic,
magnetic, optical, and ultrasonic), it became clear that an
electrostatic approach was our only choice. Magnetic technology also promised high resolution, but required higher
current consumption and had a significant problem with
sensitivity being highly dependent on the angle of the pen
to the tablet surface.
In an electrostatic design, traces underneath the active

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 45911A Graphics
Tablet features a high resolution
of 1200 lines per inch over an
11x 11-inchactive area for a low
price. A mentber of HP's Human
lnterface Link (HP-HIL) family of
input devices,it can be used with
a variety of HP computers and
workstations.
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area are sequentially pulsed and these pulses are capacitively coupled to the tip of a stylus. The amount of coupling
is a function of the local dielectric coefficients (which are
normally constant) and the spatial separation between the
stylus and any specific trace. Hence, the stylus position
can be accurately determined by the relative strength of
the signals coupled back from the traces as they are pulsed.
The HP 459114 offers greatly reduced hardware complexity over comparable tablets by using a technique (patent applied for) that reduces the number of trace drive lines
from over 110 down to 16. This scheme, called permuted
trace ordering (PTO), allows us to drive the traces directly
from the on-board microprocessor, eliminating the need
for any separate driver ICs, which usually represent a large
fraction of the cost of a graphics tablet. To accomplish this
reduction, the same drive lines are used over and over
again on the 112 vertical and horizontal traces on the tablet
by varying the sequential ordering of the traces along the
tablet surface. In this way, a unique signature is coupled
into the stylus at all points on the platen. Fig. 2 demonstrates this for a section of the tablet platen board. It shows,
for both axes. the drivers associated with each of the traces
shown. The tablet operates by activating the trace drivers
singly, in sequence, and reading the stylus response for
each trace driver.
For example, if the stylus is located as shown, the outcome might resemble the list of values shown in Table I.
X Trace #: ' t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
X Driver #: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2

The units in the response column are merely relative values
and could be viewed as results from an 8-bit analog-to-digital (A{o-D) conversion.

Table I
X-axis trace driver responses
Driver

Response

0
1.
2
3
4
5
6

160
60
30
225
100
25
35
50

a

Observehow the stylus responseis a function of stylusto-tracedistance.Driver 3 is the closestand givesthe highest response,followed by driver 0, then driver 4. Thesetop
three responsescan be formed into a code, say 304,which,
by design, is unique to that coarseposition on the tablet
surface.The magnified section of Fig. 2 shows coarseposition codesfor both X and Y in a small region of the tablet.
Note that two different code values occur within a trace
spacing. Each of the drivers is pulsed one at a time, the

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24...
1 4 3 6 5 2 7 4 3 0 1 6 7 4 5...

YY
Trace Drive.
#i
#|
10
21
32
43
54
65
76
87
92
10
11
123
136
145
152
167
174
18
19
20
21
227

1
4

X:304i X:031
Y ; 1 4 2 tY : 1 4 2

x:304| x:031
Y:413i Y:413

3
0
1
6

234
245

Fig. 2. A section (left) of the HP 45911A platen with an expanded view (ight) showing coarse
position codes for X and Y coordinates. The first digit of the code corresponds to the c/osest
trace driver, the second digit correspondsto the second c/osest,and the third digit to the third
c/osest. The driver sequence ls chosen fo assure unique codes for all coarse posltions.
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Coarse Position

XDriver3

XDriver2

XDriverl

XDriver4

Fig. 3, At sty/us positlon A, the fine offset value is 0 and at
position B the value is 1. Continuous yalues between 0 and
1 exist between posltions A and B.
responses are measured and sorted, and then the driver
numbers for the three strongest responses are combined
into a code word. This code word then becomes an address
for accessing a coarse-position lookup table.
These algorithms determine coarse position with a resolution of 2.7 rrtm. To achieve a resolution of O.OZmm (1200
lines per inch), each coarse position must be resolved into
128 distinct regions. The fine-position routines that accomplish this are based on the equation:
Fine Offset :

(V, _ V.XV,

_ Vr)

where V. is the magnitude of the strongest response, V2 is
the secondary response, and V3 is the tertiary response.
This relationship was chosen because it represents a computationally minimal relationship with well-defined boundary conditions.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the boundary conditions between
coarse position blocks. This fine offset approaches 1 when
the stylus is exactly between two traces since the highest
response V, will have roughly the same magnitude as the
second highest response V2. At the other extreme, V, becomes equal to V. when the stylus is directly over a trace,
since this configuration will yield equal spacing to the
adiacent second and third traces. In this condition, the

numerator and the fine offset itself approach zero. Between
these two extremes, the values are continuous but not
necessarily linear. Linearization is achieved through the
use of a lookup table within the HP 45911A's microprocessor, and we are left with a flat position response at high
resolution.
There is a fundamental relationship between computation speed and noise/jitter performance. Fast position determinations make it possible to use averaging to reduce any
noise in the system. For this reason, the fine offset equation
is computed in hardware rather than firmware. Referring
to the configuration shown in Fig. 4, the subtractor stage
is used to generate both the terms V, - V, and V, - Vr. The
first term is applied to the reference input of the analog-todigital converter (ADC) and the other term is applied to
the ADC's signal input. The effect of this is a division of
the two terms. Since the speed of this process is limited
only by the signal propagation and A-to-D conversion times
(dominant here), data can be collected quickly and averaged often. In addition, multiple samples can be taken on
the input sample-and-hold circuits, which causes very
quick analog averaging to take place there. The result is
excellent noise performance.
Noise performance is further improved by two firmware
routines, dynamic averaging and antijitter. Dynamic averaging is a technique that offers all the benefits of large
amounts of position determination averaging without the
drawbacks. Averaging reduces the amount of noise (inherent with the large amounts of amplification necessary to
process the minute stylus signal) by the square root of the
number of averages. However, conventional averaging
causes a perceivable lag when the user moves the stylus
rapidly. To overcome this, the dynamic averaging routines
change the amount of averaging performed as a function
of stylus tracking speed. When the user is movingthe stylus
quickly over the platen surface, little or no averaging is
done to ensure a quick response. With slow stylus movements, large amounts of averaging are performed, which
provides excellent noise performance when it is most
needed.
Dynamic averaging successfully reduces any jitter down
to a single pixel, but no further since the stylus can always
sit on the boundary between two pixels. To eliminate this
last amount of jitter, changes of only one pixel are not
reported.

Sample and Hold
Sample and Hold

Subtractor

Fig.4. Hardware systemfor computing fine offset position.
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StylusDesign
The conventional electrostatic graphics tablet stylus can
be thought of as merely a shielded wire that brings the
capacitively coupled trace signals back to the main system
electronics for amplification and processing. The stylus for
the HP 459114, on the other hand. is active and the trace
signals are amplified at the stylus tip before they are sent
back to the main electronic system.
The use of surface mount components (see Fig. 5) let us
put the first stages of amplification in the stylus. Although
this approach requires power and ground wires to be connected to the stylus, it improves noise performance by
roughly an order of magnitude.
Signals seen by the tip are greatly reduced by a parasitic
voltage divider formed by any existing tip-to-ground
capacitance. In a conventional stylus, the tip and attached
wiring running through both the body of the stylus and
the cable shield form a considerable parasitic divider.
That is (Fig. 6, left):

ua,"t": Cr.u..
f

Cr"u"u
* Cso4, -F Cshi.16

Amplifier

u".*"
]

Given typical values of r pF for C1.u", and 100 pF for Csoa"
* Cs61.16,
the stylus voltage is approximately (1/101)Vplut.,.
The HP 45911A stylus tip sees only the parasitic tip-tobody capacitance, yielding a signal about ten times stronger
at the input to the first stage of amplification.
That is (Fig. 6, right):

-l
Cr...,
x AmplifierGain
Vs,yr,,: I
Vo,u,.n
|
-body
I a-'''ffi"Trace
L

I

In this case, Csoay : 10 pF and the stylus voltage is approximately (1/L1) Vptut., multiplied by the amplifier gain.
After buffering by the low-output-impedance amplifier,
any shield or body capacitance has no effect. In addition,
since the signals entering the first stage of amplification
are stronger, the noise level introduced by this stage has
less effect, which yields a greatly improved signal-to-noise
ratio.
Acknowledgments
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PlatenTraces

PlatenTraces

Fig. 5. Comparison of conventional electrostatic sty/us design (left) with HP 45911A stylus design (right)
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Fig. 5. Assembled(top) and disassembled (bottom) sfy/us assembly showing amplifier board
using surface mount compone nts.
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TheHewlett-Packard
HumanInterfaceLink
Connectinghuman-inputdevicesto personalcomputers
and workstations
is simplifiedby the definitionof an
interfacelink that adaptsto the deviceson the link and
allowsthemto
be addedor disconnected
duilngoperation.
by RobertR. Starr
HE HEWLETT-PACKARD Human Interface Link
(HP-HIL)is an intelligent, low-cost interfacefor connectinghuman-speedinput devices(e.g.,keyboards,
mice, and digitizing tablets) to personal computers and
workstations. HP-HIL can support up to seven such devices
at one time by daisy-chaining them together through a
single port on the computer. There are no restrictions on
the type and order of the devices connected. Users can
easily expand their system by simply plugging in additional
input devices.
HP-HIL has become the standard input device interface
for HP's personal computers but should not be confused
with other types of interfaces such as the Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (HP-IB, IEEE 4BB/IEC 625) and Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop (HP-IL),1 which have distinct and different applications. HP-HIL was designed as an efficient, Iowcost method of data collection from human-operated input
devices.

Features of HP-HIL
Many PC users find that they need a variety of input
devicesto handle different data input needs.For example,
a mouse is good for many applications,but sometimesthe
greaterprecision of a graphics tablet is necessary.HP-HIL
allows input devicesto be intermixed easily and changed
by the user. The HP-HIL protocol identifies and configures
devicesconnectedto the computer.This freesthe userfrom
the need to change switch settings or configuration menus
whenever a device is removed or added to the link. Since
HP-HIL will support up to seven devices through a single
port, the user does not need a separateinterface card for
each input device. This can savevaluable accessoryslots.
The input devicesreceivetheir power from the computer,
thereby eliminating power cords,simplifying the input devices, and lowering costs.
Physical Connection
HP-HIL devicesare connectedto a personalcomputer or

Syslem

Keyboard
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workstation and to each other in a daisy-chain link. The
first device is connected directly to the computer's HP-HIL
port. The second device connects to the first device. Each
additional device connects to the previous (upstream) device. Up to seven devices can be chained or linked together
in this way.
Each input device has two female connectors or ports
(except in special cases) while the computer has a single
female connector or port. The input devices are connected
together by removable cables (usually coiled) having a male
plug on each end. Each end of an HP-HIL cable has a differently keyed connector to assure correct connection between the computer and a device or between consecutive
devices. The cables and device connectors are marked with
one dot or two dots for polarity identification. One dot
indicates the upstream connector of a device or the downstream end of a cable. Two dots indicate the downstream
connector of a device or the upstream end of a cable. An
example of how devices can be interconnected is shown
in Fig. 1. Some input devices have only one HP-HIL port
because of size limitations. An example is the HP 46060A
Mouse. Devices having a single port must be the last device
on the link.

HP-HlLArchitecture
The HP-HILarchitectureis an extendableserialinterface
consisting of a personal computer or workstation (master)
and from one to seven input devices (slaves). The master
provides power, ground, data-out, and data-in signals to
the devices through a shielded four-conductor cable. The
master contains an integrated circuit, the master link controller (MLC), that provides the hardware interface between
the system processor and the devices connected to the link
as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, each device contains an IC,
the slave link controller (SLC), that provides the hardware
interface between the link and the input device's microcontroller as shown in Fig. 3.
In the PC, the MLC functions much the same as a UART

GraphicsTablet

Fig. 1. Typical HP-HIL device interconnection. Ihe dots indicate
upstream and downstreampolarity as shown and are marked on
the device connectors and cable
ends-

(universal asynchronousreceiver-transmitter).The MLC
accepts commands directly from the master's processor
over a bidirectional eight-bit data bus and transmits the
messages(called frames)in serial form onto the link in the
proper format. The MLC also acceptsserial data from the
link and placesthe data in its 16-frameFIFO (first-in, firstout) buffer for retrieval by the master'sprocessor.The FIFO
buffer queues incoming frames to reduce the number of
interruptions to the host processor.Error checking and
loopback modes for local testing are also supported by the
MLC. The MLC requires an B-MHz clock, which can be
supplied by the master'sprocessorclock or generatedlocally by adding a ceramicresonatorto the MLC. Two interrupt lines, nonmaskableand maskable,are availablefrom
the MLC. The nonmaskableinterrupt can be used for hard
resets to the master's processorgeneratedby keyboards
(e.g.,ctrl-shift-reset
keys depressedto generatea systemhard
reset).The two signal lines, SOand Sl,are protectedagainst
electrostaticdischarge(ESD)damageby clamp diodes between the + 5V supply and ground, and by resistors in
serieswith the signallines.
Each HP-HIL device contains the SLC and a microcontroller. The SLC provides the interface between the link
controller and the device's microcontroller. The SLC receives commands from the device microcontroller. transmits data,retransmitscommands.and detectscommunication errors.The SLCalso providesself-testcapabilitiesuseful during power-up. The clock is provided by the SLC
using an external B-MHz ceramicresonator,and is divided
to 4 MHz for the microcontroller's use. Communication
with the device processoris serial and is designedfor use
with National Semiconductor'sCOPsfamily or similar microcontrollers.Link protocol is handled by the device microcontroller,which also handles data collection from the
input device (key array, optical encoders,etc.). Like the
MLC, the signal lines of the SLC (Sl, SO, Rl, and RO) are
protectedagainstESD damage.
An integral part of HP-HIL is the ability to supply power
to the input devicesfrom the personal computer or workstation. 12Vdc is supplied to the link from the master's
power supply for use by the input devices.Deviceslocally
regulate the 12Vdc to SVdc so that any voltage lossesin
the cables do not affect the devices. Most input devices
require less than 100 mA.

HP-HIL Input Devices
r HP-HlLTouchAccessory,HP 35723A.A 12-inchuser-installable touchscreenbezelwhichprovidestouchinteraction
with
the host computer.The HP 35723Afeaturesa resolutionof
43x57 pointsmaximum.
s a b l e tH
, P 4 5 9 11 A .A n 11 x 1 1 - i n c hg r a p h i c s
r H P - H l LG r a p h i c T
tabletwith 1200-lines-per-inch
resolution.
I HP-HILKeyboards,HP 46021Aand HP 460304.The HP-HtL
keyboardsare generallysuppliedwiththe computerfor which
theyweredesigned(e.9.,HP TouchScreen
ll, Vectra,and HP
9000 Series300), These keyboardsare availablein a wide
varietyof languages.
r HP-HlLMouse,HP 460604.Thismousesimolifiesthe task of
positioningthe cursoron the screen.lt has 200-counts-perinch resolution
and two buttons.
r HP-HILRotaryControlKnob, HP 460834.This moduleprovidestwo-axisrelativecursorpositioning
via a rotaryknoband
a togglekey.lt hasa resolutionof 480 countsper revolution.
I HP-HILSecuritylD Module,HP46084A.The lD Moduleallows
usersto run securedapplicationsoftware.lt returnsan identificationnumberfor identifying
the computeruserand is used
in applicationprograms to control access to program lunctions, data bases, and networks,
I HP-HlLControlDialModule,HP460854.Thismodulehasnine
graphicspositioning
dials.lt is usedin graphicsdisplayapplicationsto providethree-axisrotate,translate,scale,and other
attributefunctions.Each dial has a resolutionof 480 counts
oer revolution.
r HP-HlL32-ButtonBox,HP460864.Thisbox provides32 userdelinablebuttonsfor menu selectionand one user-programmableLED.lt is used in CAD/CAEapplications.
I HP-HlLDigitizers,
HP460874and HP46088A.
Thesedigitizers
graphics,graphicsentry,and menu
are for use in interactive
selectionapplications.Two active area sizes (A or B) are offered.Theyeach havea resolution
of 1000linesper inch.An
optionalcursorwith crosshairis available,
r HP-HlLQuadraturePort,HP 460944.This productprovides
a nine-pinsubminiature
connectorfor interfacingquadrature
signalsto HP-HlL.Threekeyswitches
are supported.
r HP-HlLBar-CodeReader,HP 929164.This moduleprovides
an alternatlveto the keyboardfor data entry applications.lt
reads UPC/EAN/JAN,interleaved2-out-o{-5,Codabar (MHl
and USD-1),3-of-9,and extended3-of-9codes.

NonmaskableInterrupl
Interrupt
+5V +12V

''"From
System
Processor

Read

Write

Data Bus

;'u"

g* *"""-,,

Fig. 2. Hardware interface between pesonal computer or workstation (master) processor and
HP-HIL.
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Data and Data Paths
Data moves around the link in packets called frames. A
frame consists of fifteen bits including one start bit, one
stop bit, one data/command bit, three address bits, eight
data bits, and one parity bit fsee Fig. 4). Frames are transmitted around the link at the rate of ten microseconds per
bit, or 150 microseconds per frame. Frames are transmitted
at a maximum of one frame per 154 microseconds, or about
6,500 frames per second. Four microseconds are left between frames to avoid collisions. When the link is being
used for data collection from input devices, devices are
polled (asked if they have data to report) about sixty times
each second. This is an acceptable data collection rate in
that there is not a perceived delay between user input and
the personal computer's response. A maximum of fifteen
bytes of data can be collected with each poll.
The idle state of the link is a logic one, with the first bit
in a frame (the start bit) at logic zero and the last bit (the
stop bit) at logic one. The parity bit is computed so that
the total number of logic-one bits in the 15-bit frame (including start, stop, command, parity, address, and data
bits) is odd.
Frames can represent either data or commands. The command/data bit indicates whether the eight-bit data field
contains data or the opcode of an HP-HIL command. AII
frames have a 3-bit device address so that commands and
data can be associated with a particular device. Command
frames generally have a universal address which directs a
command to all the devices on the link. When a frame is
received by a device, the device always checks for an address match [a universal address or device address matching its own). Frames received that have a matching address
or a universal address are acted upon by the device. Frames
received that do not have a matching address are retransmitted by the device's SLC.
Command frames always originate from the master, with
two exceptions. If a device detects an error (e.g., a frame
received by the device is corrupted), then the device originates a command frame indicating an error has occurred.
The second exception is when a system hard reset com-

mand frame is generated by a keyboard.
When communicating with devices, the master transmits
a single command frame or data frame(s) plus a command
frame onto the link. HP-HIL protocol allows only a single
command frame to exist on the link at any given time.
However, multiple data frames can exist on the link. There
are five scenarios that can occur when the master transmits
on the link.
In the first case the master transmits a single command
frame onto the link. The master waits until that command
frame passes through all devices and returns before taking
further action. The returning command frame is generally
identical to the command frame originally transmitted by
the master. For some commands, the frame may return to
the master modified to indicate some specific information
about the link.
The second case is a subset of case one. Here. the master
transmits a single command frame onto the link, but the
command frame is not expected to return. The master waits
a predetermined time, and then proceeds with further
transmissions onto the link. The waiting period is called
a "time-out" and occurs when no frames return after a
command is transmitted. If a time-out also occurs when a
frame is expected to return to the master, then the master
interprets the lack of response as an error condition and
takes the appropriate action.
In the third case, a single command is transmitted by
the master, but data frames are returned before the command frame returns. The number of data frames returned
depends upon the command transmitted, and whether the
device(s) have data to return to the master. Some commands
collect data from a specific device while other commands
collect data from several devices. Up to 15 data frames can
be returned in response to a single command. As always,
the data frames contain the device address so the master
can identify the originator of each data frame.
In the fourth and fifth cases, the master transmits one or
more data frames and a command frame. In the fourth case,
a single data frame is transmitted followed by a command
frame. The data frame contains register address information

sl
RO

Upstream
Port

Fig. 3. Hardware interface between HP-HIL and input device's
micrccontroller.
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for a particular device. The device responds by transmitting
the contents of the addressed register followed by the original command frame. The master waits until the data frame
and command frame are received before transmitting additional commands onto the link. The fifth case is similar to
case four, but here the master transmits several data frames
followed by a command frame. The addressed device returns only the command frame back to the master in case
five.
Consider a system with two devices attached as shown
in Fig. 5. When the master's MLC transmits a frame, it does
it on the serial data-out (SO) line. The frame is received on
the serial data-in (Sl) line of the first device's SLC. The
first device checks for an address match. If no match is
found, the frame is retransmitted on the first device's SO
line. Assume that the transmitted frame is a command with
an address for device one. Device one finds an address
match and then proceeds to act on the command. After the
command is processed, device one retransmits the data
frames (if any) followed by the command on its SO line.
Device two then receives the frames on its Sl line and checks
for an address match. Any data frames originated from
device one would have device one's address, and thus
would have no address match with device two. The command frame also has device one's address and thus no
address match occurs there either. The frames are then
retransmitted on device two's return data-out (RO) line
rather than on its SO line. This is because device two is
the last device on the link for this example. The last device
is set to return data on RO rather than SO during the configuration process that occurs upon link startup. The frames
are received on the return data-in (Rl) line of device one
which then passes the frames directly (buffered only) out
on its RO line back to the master. The master receives the
frames on its Sl line to complete the process. This entire
process takes about B ms or less, depending on the number
of devices connected and the amount of data returned.

Frames have three address bits, which allows for eight
unique addresses. Addresses one through seven are used
for devices on the link. Address zero is reserved as a universal address which is used when a command is to be
acted upon by every device.
HP-HIL has a command set through which all necessary
functions to set up and maintain the link are performed.
The commands can be grouped into five categories: configuration, error recovery, data retrieval, identification, and
special functions.
Configuration is the process by which the link is set up
so that the master can coilect data from input devices in
an orderly manner. Since the master does not know what
devices and how many devices are connected to the link
upon power-up, the configuration process must occur before the link can be used. Configuration typically occurs
when the master is first powered up. The configuration
process is handled by the master's firmware and requires
no user intervention. The goal ofthe configuration process
is to assign a unique address to each device on the link,
and to set the device modes so that data will be looped
back by the last device on the link. (The SLC in a device
can internally loop data back to upstream devices or pass
data on to downstream devices.) In the process, each device
is requested to identify itself (report an ID code) so that
the master will have the necessary parameters for scaling
the device data. Also, the master can determine if any device supports advanced features.
HP-HIL provides several levels of error recovery. If an
error occurs, the error recovery process will preserve the
maximum amount of data and minimize the master's interaction with the link. Although recovery is performed by
the master's firmware, errors can be detected either by devices or by the master. For example, an error might occur
when a user disconnects a device while it is reporting data.
The disrupted frame(s) would be detected by the master,
causing error recovery to begin. Although a part of error
recovery, disconnecting devices is considered a normal
part of link operation. If data is lost from devices still remaining on the link, the data can be recovered. Devices
save the data that was last transmitted so that if an error
occurs, the master can request the data again.
Data retrieval or polling is the process by which the
master gathers information from the input devices connected to the link. Keyswitch transition data, character
data, position data, and a limited amount of status informa-

HP-HIL Protocol
Automatic polling (data collection from the devices) is
also possible by the MLC and requires processor intervention only when data is received. The master's processor
can also be hard reset by the HP-HIL devices through the
MLC.
Each input device on the link is assigned a unique address so that devices can be distinguished from one another.
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Fig.5. Block diagram of system with two input devices at'
tached via the HP-HIL.
tion can be communicated back to the master using the
data retrieval commands. When used with information obtained by the identification commands, input device data
can be completely processed. The master can request data
from a specific device or all devices. A maximum of 15
bytes of data can be returned in response to a single poll
command. Devices determine if there is sufficient room to
add their data to a passing poll command. Since the command always trails the data, the device inserts its data and
then retransmits the command. Because there is always an
address associated with the data, the master can easily
determine where the data originated.
Identification commands are used to determine the type
of the attached devices and their characteristics. Device
types could be keyboards, relative positioning devices [e.g.,
mice), absolute positioning devices (e.g., digitizers), or
other devices. Characteristics of devices are typically resolutions (counts per centimeter), maximum counts, directional information, and information on how the device reports data. Devices also carry an internal identification byte
called the device ID byte. This ID byte is assigned to the
device during its development and is placed in the device's
microcontroller code. The ID byte is used to identify the
type of device (keyboard, relative positioning, etc.) and
nationality (native language) in the case of keyboards or
keypads.
HP-HIL can be used in other ways than efficient collection of data from input devices. Special functions include
commands designed to take advantage of advanced features
supported by some input devices. These features are related
to register reads/writes, keyswitch autorepeat, output, and
system reset. These capabilities are not required for basic
HP-HIL operation, but they are available for devices with
special requirements. For higher-speed data transfers (up
to 6,500 b14es per second), register-oriented commands
from this category would be used.
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System and Device Control
Controlling the link through the MLC consists of four
basic activities:configuration,error recovery,polling (data
collection), and adding devices to the link. Upon system
startup fusually part of the power-onroutines),the master's
processorperformsa self-teston the MLC. Then the configuration process begins. The processorissues the appropriate commandsto identify and configureany deviceson
the link. Once the link is configured, polling begins and
is the main activity of the MLC. Occasionally(perhapsonce
a second),the processorwill havethe MLC issuecommands
that will detect if a device has been added to the link. If
so, the new device is configured into the link and polling
resumes,
Device control consistsof three activities: initialization,
servicing interrupts, and collecting data.Initialization occurs at power-up and causesthe SLCto perform a self-test.
The device microcontroller also performsa self-test.When
the self-testsare complete, the microcontroller places the
device'sSLCin its appropriatepower-upmode,concluding
the initialization process.The microcontrollerthen spends
the rest of the time checking for interrupts from the SLC
and collecting new data. An interrupt is generatedby the
SLC whenever a frame is received.The device'smicrocontroller then beginsan interrupt serviceroutine which may
be simple or involved depending on the frame contents.
When not servicing interrupts, the microcontroller looks
for any new datafrom the device'sinput mechanisms.This
could be sensinga key depressed,or checking for a transition on an optical receiver, etc. When data is available,
the microcontroller formatsthe data so that it will be ready
for transmissionto the master.
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SoftwareVerificationUsing Branch
Analysis
lmposingbranchcoveragerequirements
on a software
fesfingprojectcan be counterproductive
unlessa
branch analysismethodologyis followed.
comprehensive
by DanielE. Herington,PaulA. Nichols,and RogerD. Lipp
RANCH ANALYSIS IS A METHOD of assessingthe
thoroughnessof software testing. The method consists of inserting procedurecalls, called probes,into
the code at all of the decision points. These probes make
it possibleto monitor the execution of specific portions of
the software.
This paper addressesthe problems and issuesof using
branch analysis during software testing. We begin by discussing common software testing metrics, including the
branch coveragemetric. We then discusssoftwaretesting,
both functional and structural, using branch analysis.
When we first beganusing branch analysisas a requirement for the releaseof systemssoftware,many problems
occurredbecausewe startedwithout a clearunderstanding
of this coveragemetric and there was no known testing
methodology using this metric, The final sectionsof this
paper discusswhat we have learnedfrom the use of branch
analysis and the testing methodology we have developed
to provide for an efficient, cost-effective,and qualityconscious software verification process using branch
analysis.
Verifying Software Quality
Software quality can be, and is, measuredby a number
of different elements,including functionality, usability, reliability, and others.Often, the most visible aspectof software quality is conformance to specifications, or more
realistically, nonconformance to specifications-that is,
errors.Becausesoftwareis conceived,specified,designed,
and built by humans, there are usually plenty of these
nonconformances in any large software system. Software
quality can be improved by avoiding these errors using
software engineering techniques, or by finding and removing them using software verification techniques-usually
both. This paper addressesa special type of softwareverification.
Software can be verified in two ways: statically, using
desk checks,walkthroughs,inspections,static code evaluation tools, and the like, or dynamically, using any of a
number of software testing techniques.
For managersto be able to control the software verification process,they need to be able to quantify this process.
To this end, a variety of software metrics are collected. The
most important of these for the purposes of this paper is
branch coverage.Branch coverageis a metric that identifies
how much of the software. at the source code level, has
been executedbv the test suite.

We startedcollectingand using the branch coveragemetric in 1981. At the time, there was no known testing
methodology using this metric. As a result, a number of
interesting and often frustrating problems occurred. We
havebeenfocusingconsiderableattentionon clearlyunderstandingtheseproblemsand the solutionsthat variousproject teams have proposedand tried.
We have identified a complex set of reasonsfor the problems. One is that our expectationsof testing were raised
markedly becausewe now had detailed information on
testing coverage.We also had a difficult time trying to
identify and develop tools that would help our engineers
test specific sectionsof code.
We havefound somepositive processimprovementsthat
have helped our engineersconduct branch analysistesting
in a much more cost-effectiveand quality-consciousmanner. We have also developeda methodologythat combines
all of these new techniques to provide a structural software
verification processthat is free of many of the problems
we encountered.
Software Testing Metrics
Thorough and effective testing is paramount to the success of a software product. Proving the software reliable is
an important part of the testing. To accomplish this, the
software must be fully exercised, and any defects detected
along the way must be removed. This is an extremely difficult, tedious, and complex activity, frequently taking 40
to 60 percent of the total project effort. It can also be a time
of frustration. Questions such as "How much testing is
enough?" and "What are the testing results to date?" are
frequently asked. The information needed to answer these
questionsis often not available.
Many of these problems can be overcomeor controlled,
at least to some extent, by using good metrics. These help
to assessprogress,report status,and assistin decisionmaking. No one metric is sufficient; rather, a number of different, well-defined metrics arerequired.Eachprovidesinformation about a different aspect of the process,and they
combine to form a complete and accurate picture of the
testing process.
The metrics of interest to this discussion fall into two
general categories.First, there are those that quantify the
testing coverage,and second, there are those that quantify
the software'sreliability.
Testing coveragemust be quantified and assessedfrom
both an external, or functional, and an internal, or struc-
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tural, point of view. For the former, assuranceneedsto be
given that all systemfunctionality hasbeenexercised.Tests
to validate externalfeaturesare identified from the specification. They arethen created,and their executionprogress
is tracked using a function matrix. This matrix provides a
quantification of functional testing coverage.
Testing the softwarefrom only an external point of view
is insufficient. Many conditional branches or decisions
made by a piece of softwareare there to support internally
implemented functions. This is especially true in system
software. Testing from only an external point of view will
rarely exercise all of this logic. An internal view of the
software is required. Additional tests can be derived by
using the internal software specifications.To assurecomplete structural coverage,however, the testermust be able
to determine not only that the software functions have all
been exercised,but also that all software logic has been
exercised.Hence the tester must be able to monitor what
is being executedinside the software.This can be achieved
by using a tool to collect the branch coveragemetric. This
branch analysistool tells the testerwhich branchesin the
code have been executedand which ones have not. Using
this data. additional test casescan be derived to exercise
untested softwarelogic.
Quantifying software reliability meanstracking problems
detected and evaluating product stability. All detected
problems must be classified and analyzed. Problems are
divided into those affecting reliability and those affecting
other aspectsof quality, such as easeof use or documentation clarity. Reliability problems, or errors, are analyzed
to assessseverity, to determine their true causes,and to
identify where in the software they were found and how
they were discovered.Correctiveaction to resolvethem is
also tracked. Softwarestability is assessedby determining
how long between failures the software will run under a
defined load. This is typically known in the hardware
world as mean time betweenfailures (MTBF), and it is tust
as important for software as it is for hardware.Progressis
determined by observing a decreasein the frequency of the
detection of errors and an increasein MTBF.
A complete set of testing metrics must contain those
pertaining to coverageand those pertaining to reliability.
Coveragemetrics include test case matrices and branch
analysis. The matrices quantify the testing of external fea-

tures, while branch analysis quantifies the testing of the
internal logic that implements these features. Reliability
metrics include discovered defects and mean time between
failures. All of this information helps quantify and improve
the effectiveness of the testing process. Over the past several years, use of these metrics has been increasing and
their value has become clearer and better understood. At
the same time, the understanding of how testing metrics
affect the testing process has also improved. For instance,
we have found that knowing which tests exercise which
portions of the logic improves the testers' understanding
of the software. We have also found that more defects are
likely to occur in a module with high decision (branch)
density (see Fig. 1). However, we have also found that using
an incomplete set of metrics can have a detrimental effect
on the testing process.

The SoftwareTesting Process
The two major classificationsof softwaretestingarefunctional testing and structural testing. Functional testing is
also referredto as black-boxtestingbecauseit is conducted
by viewing the softwareas a black box. In other words, the
tests arewritten with no knowledge of the internal structure
of the program.In fact, functional testsare most often written from the software specificationsbefore the code has
even been written. Structural testing,or white-box testing,
takes the opposite point of view. The major concern of
structural testing is to ensure that all of the code of the
program has been executed during testing. This is accomplished by monitoring the program'sexecutionduring
testing.
Functional Testing. The two most widely acceptedtechniques for functional testing are equivalenceclass partitioning and boundary value analysis.l-6
Equivalence class partitioning is a technique designed
to partition the input domain into classessuch that if one
test casefrom a classis executedand fails to find an error
then any other test casein that classwould fail to find an
error. This technique is essentiallydesignedto reduce the
number of tests necessaryto verify that the code meetsits
specifications.
Boundary value analysisis actually a spin-off of equivalence class partitioning. Since most errors are found at or
near the boundariesof the equivalenceclasses,boundary

Networking Product
Prerelease Branch and Error Density Data
Avg. BR/KNCSS

KP/KNCSS

24 Components

141.24

2.39

5 Comp. with Avg. BR/KNCSS< 111.24

91.83
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6 Comp. with Avg. BB/KNCSS> 17'1.24

198.91

3.81

Legend
Avg. BR/KNCSS:Average branches per 1000 noncomment source statemenls
KP/KNCSS:Known problems per 1000 noncommentsource statements
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Fig. 1. Data compiled for the
components of a networking software product showsthat more defects are likely to occur in a modulethathas higher branch density.

value analysisis used to assurethorough testing of boundary conditions.This is done by writing additional test cases
immediatelybefore,at, and immediatelybeyondthe boundaries of each of the equivalenceclasses.This also tests for
detection of erroneousinputs beyond legal boundaries.
Structural Testing. A major weaknessof functional testing
is that there is no way to be sure that testing is complete.
Structural testing is used to help alleviate this weakness.
Structural testing is conducted using a special, instrumented version of the software which contains transparent procedure calls (called probes)which are inserted
into the code by the compiler. When the programis tested,
the probeslog which sectionsof code are executedby the
tests.
The most obvious benefit of structuraltestingis the identification of untested code. AII of the code in the system
was included to provide sometype of functionality. Some
of this code may be the implementation of internal features
that would not be apparent from the specification.Functional test casesare written to test the externalfunctionality. If some of the code goesunexecutedafter this testing
then part of the implementation of the functionality has
not been tested and there is a potential for errors to go
undetected.Structural testing can help alleviatethis problem by identifying untestedcode.Typically, the automated
functional test suite is run with an instrumented version
of the software to evaluate the completenessof the test
suite. We have found that for systemlevel software,these
automatedtests leave 4Oo/"to 60% of the branchesunexecuted. Some of the missing tests are functional tests that
were overlooked during the developmentof the test suite,
but most of them are actually structural tests of functionalitigs that are transparentto the user-level functionality
of thi: system.Theseinclude error recoveryprocessingand
housekeepingprocessingthat must be done beforethe system can do its specializedfunction. The key point here is
that without structural testing these holes in test suites
cannot be exposed.
Another benefit of structural testing is the quantification
of the testing effort. The first line of Tom DeMarco'sbook
Controlling Sofiwore ProjectsTis: "You can't control what
you can't measure."Structural testing is completely quantifiable, giving us much greatercontrol of the testing process.
Conducting Branch Analysis. Fig. 2 shows the typical flow
of activitieswhen conductingbranch analysison a software
component.First, functional testingis conductedusing the
traditional functional testing techniques. These tests are
rerun with the instrumented program to measurethe test
suite. The data is compared with the coveragecriteria to
see if the current level of coverageis sufficient for release
of the system.If the coverageis not sufficient (the normal
case),the branch analysis data and the source code are
analyzed to identify untested functionalities. New test
casesare createdto test these functionalities. These tests
are implemented and run using the instrumentedprogram.
If errors are found by the new test cases,the enors are
fixed and the regression package is augmented and rerun
to make sure no new errors have been introduced by the
fixes. At this time the new coveragenumber is compared
with the releasecriteria again.This loop is followed itera-

tively until the release criteria for branch coverage are met.

Branch Analysis Problems
Branch analysis is not the perfect testing aid. Some interesting problems occurred when branch analysis requirements were set on projects throughout the computer sector
of HP.

BranchAnalysisDoesn'tProveCorrectness
The first problem we ran into was a misunderstanding
of the branch coverage metric. It is very important to realize
at the outset that there is not necessarily any correlation
between high branch coverage and low defect rates. The
branch coverage metric is a meaningless number if the
testing is not conducted properly. High branch coverage
alone will not expose errors. Branch analysis has all of the
weaknesses of structural testing in general. For instance,
there is no way branch analysis can expose missing-code
errors. These occur when part of the functionality of the
system described in the specification is overlooked and
doesn't exist in the code. Since branch analysis just measures what is present in the code, no tests will be shown
to be missing from the test suite for the missing code, even
though there is functionality in the specification that hasn't
been tested. Another weakness of structural testing shows

Fig.2. Flow chart for a typical softvvareproject using branch
analysis.
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up in systems software that must run concurrently. Because
the branch analysis metric has no conception of timing,
code that has timing errors in it may be logged as tested
without exposing these errors. In other words, some of the
code may exhibit errors only when another specific event
occurs at a specific moment. Branch analysis also suffers
from many of the weaknesses of software testing in general.
This can be illustrated by one of the most noted weaknesses
of software testing: coincidental correctness. Consider the
following Pascal code:

readln(NUM);
X : : N U M* 2 :
:',X);
writeln('result

If the input to the readlnis a 2, the output of the writelnwould
be:
result: 4
Now suppose the second statementabove was supposed
to be:
X : : N U M+ 2 ;
or
X : : N U M* * 2 ;
In all these casesthe output would be the same for the
input given. However, the program logic may still be wrong.
Branch analysiscompoundsthis problemby giving a report
that proves that this code has been executed. Since the
output was correct, this report gives the tester a false sense
of security with respectto this code.
The main point here is that, by itself, neither functional
testing nor structural testing is satisfactory. They must be
combined in a systematic method to make sure they are
both used to their best advantage.
Scheduling Conflicts
It turned out that increasing testing coverageto meet our
coverage requirements was considerably more difficult
than we had anticipated. Since we were setting these requirements on projects that were already under way, and
in some casesthe code was alreadycompletely integrated,
we immediately ran into scheduling conflicts. This put a
great deal of pressure on the test engineers to reach the
coveragerequirements as quickly as possible. This gave
them an incentive to raise the coverage using whatever
tools and techniqueswere available.Since there were no
proper tools available at the time, and no techniquesspecifically for this type of testing,our engineerswere conducting testing in a relatively od hoc fashion. This causedan
intensification of the rest of the problemsdiscussedin this
section. In other words, in this case,the concept of learn
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by doing turned out to be very costly indeed.
There was no real solution to this problem. The hard
fact was that we were raisingthe expectationsof our testing
and thereforehad to extend the expectationsof our schedules for that testing commensurately.It should also be
noted that the additional testing that was being conducted
was also finding more errors. This made it more difficult
to keep up with removing them as well.
Increasing Difficulty
Another problem worth noting is causedby the fact that
branch coveragebecomesincreasingly more difficult to improve. This increasein difficulty is nonlinear; the higher
the current branch coverage,the more difficult it is to improve the branch coverage(seeFig. 3). The reasonsfor this
are fairly simple. First, we have found that roughly two
thirds of the untested branches are in error detection and
recovery code. This is understandable,becausesystems
software must protect its own logic from the actions of
many other processes.Theseerrorsmust often be checked
at many points in the system.Sincethe offendingprocesses
may or may not be under the control of the software under
test, it can be very difficult to cause these errors to occur
at the precise time required for particular error checks.
Another reason for increased difficulty is that as the
branch coverage increases,the untested branches tend to
becomewidely dispersedin the software.This often means
that fairly elaboratetests must be createdto test one or two
previously unexecutedbranches.
Ineffective Testing Tendencies
The results of the problems described above, compounded by the lack of proper tool support, are several
tendencies that represent attempts to circumvent the problems, but have the effect of cheatingthe testing process.
Testing Easy Branches. The first tendency is to test all of
the easybranchesinsteadof the branchesthat really should
be tested. An easy branch is a branch that requires very
little effort to execute. Unfortunately, the easy branches
are not necessarily where the errors are! Hence, if testing
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Fig.3. When branch coverage is higher, more effort is required to improve it.

is done with the sole intention of testing as many of the
easy branches as possible, Ieaving the more difficult
branchesunexecuted,then the value of the testing process
has been degraded.
Ignoring Possible Decision Errors. Another ineffective
tendency in branch analysis testing is to resort to techniques such as using predicate algebrato map out the required decision values along a path to untested code, or
using a debuggerto manipulate the decision variablesto
reach the untested code. These techniques make the assumption that the decision predicatesare all correct.This
is an invalid assumption.In fact,in many casesthe majority
of code errors are in the decisions themselves.not the
straight-line code between them.
This is borne out in data that was compiled for the components of a networking product developedat HP (Fig. 1).
There was a 66% increasein error density from the five
componentswith the lowest branch density to the six components with the highest branch density. This shows that
the techniquesdescribedabovehave only limited degrees
of usefulness.Since mapping out decisions is actually a
way of manually executingthe code, some of the decision
errors may still be found. In fact, this is a degenerateform
of a walkthrough. However,in this form it is a highly errorprone technique. In the caseof using a debuggerto force
the decisions, there is no way to ensure that artificially
changing decision variableswon't hide or even cause errors. The main problem is that test data obtained by these
techniques has a significantly lower chance of exposing
errorsthan traditional functional testingtechniques.Since
the objective of testing is to expose any errors that may
exist, thesetechniquesshould be avoided wheneverpossible.

New HP Methods
This section describes some new techniques that have
been used at HP to help alleviate the problems described
above. A comprehensive branch analysis methodology
based on these techniques is then described.

SettingRequirements
for BranchAnalysis
Many of the problems we ran into when we first started
using branch analysiswere causedby settinghigh coverage
requirementson testing that was being conducted on systems software that was fully integrated. It turned out that
this was the wrong place for these requirementsto be set.
This section describesthe issuesrelatedto branch analysis
through the prereleasetesting life cycle. In this section,a
procedureis a single subroutine,procedure,or function in
the sensethat a compiler would see it. A component is a
cluster of these procedures that together form a significant
functionality of the system.A systemrepresentsall of the
functionalities that would be delivered to the end user.
Procedure Level Testing. There are few methodologies designed for this phase of testing. This is understandable
becausethis type of testing is almost always conductedby
the engineerwho wrote the codeand it is usually conducted
shortly after the code is written. As a result, the tester
knows the code very well and can use od hoc techniques
to ensure that it adheres to its specifications. This is nor-

mally done by creatinga driver and stubs around the procedure to be tested. The driver orchestratesthe testing
while the stubs simulate any outside functionality needed
for the procedure to perform its assignedfunction.
It would be a relatively simple task to conduct branch
analysis on software of this type. The tester knows the
functionality of all of the code and there are very few
branches.Also, enor conditions can be forced or simulated
by using stubs and global variables.
Unfortunately, testing at this level has such a limited
scopethat any branch analysisdata that is obtainedwould
be suspect.The reasonsfor this are fairly simple. The testing is being conducted in an unrealistic environment in
which no interfaces are tested. As a result, none of the
invalid assumptions that each engineer has about these
interfaceswill be exposed by the testing. Also, since we
are dealing with a very small piece of code, it would be
trivial to attain 100% branch coverageat this level. This
leads to a false senseof security that there are no errorsin
the procedure.Therefore,we do not recommendimposing
branch analysisrequirementson testingat this level. Please
note that we are not recommending skipping procedure
level testing,rather we tue recommendingconducting procedure level testing without requirements for branch
analysis.
ComponentLevel Testing. Testing at the component level
is conducted in much the same way as at the procedure
level. The driver and stubs are used in a similar way. The
driver will necessarilybe more complex becausethere is
more functionality being tested.Also, there will be fewer
stubsbut someof them will alsohaveto be more complex.
Branch analysis will'still be fairly simple at this level.
The code should be compact enoughto allow the testerto
understand,to some degree,all of its functionality. Also,
the driver and stubs can still be used to force or simulate
most error conditions.
Although testing at the componentlevel is conductedin
a similar fashion to that at the procedure level, the value
of the testsis significantly increased.This is becausemany
of the interfacesthat were simulated at the procedurelevel
are replaced with the actual code. There are still some
missing dependencies,but they can be minimized by a
careful partitioning of components.In addition, this is the
first level at which meaningful functional testing can be
performed. This is becausesome user-level functionality
now exists.A testercan now use the documentationof that
functionality to createfunctional tests.Thesepoints add a
good measureof test validity to any branch analysis data
obtained during testing and make this level a prime candidate for imposing high branch analysisrequirements.
System Level Testing. Testing at the system level requires
a different strategy. The driver and stubs are eliminated,
creating a need to write tests that run the system in the
sameways that the end user is expectedto run it. Normally
the systemis built up slowly by adding new functionalities
gradually and running teststo make surethe new functionalities work as expectedwith the rest of the system.As the
system is built up, so is the test suite. When the systemis
complete the entire test suite is run again to make sure nothing was missed.
Branch analysis at this level can be slow, tedious, and
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frustrating. The main reason for this is obvious; there are
more levels of program structure that must be executed to
reach branches at the lower levels of each component.
Naturally, it is much easier to write a test to execute
branches two or three levels deep in a component than it
is to execute those same branches when they are now six
or seven levels deep in the system. Also, since the driver
and the stubs have been eliminated, it can be very difficult
to test error detection and recovery code. This becomes
even more difficult when testing systems software, in
which some of the errors are hardware or timing related.
One other serious problem at this level is that this testing
occurs immediately before the product is released. There
is usually a great deal of pressure on the testers to get the
product ready to ship. While the branch analysis requirement does not allow the testers to forego quality objectives
in deference to schedule pressure, it does put added pressure on these engineers because there is a branch coverage
requirement that now must be met.
Test validity is highest at this level of testing. There are
two main reasons for this. The first is that the code is all
there. There are no longer any artificial interfaces that can
hide errors. The second is that, at this level, tests are being
run that execute the system the way the end user is expected
to execute it. Therefore, the tests can find documentation
and usability problems as well as coding errors. In any
event, branch coverage at this level should be expected to
drop from that achieved at the component level. Emphasis
should be placed on testing intercomponent functionalities
and interfaces. The intracomponent functionalities have
already been thoroughly exercised during component level
testing.
These recommendations are designed to provide a
guideline for the cost-effective use of branch analysis. It is
crucial that the ultimate goal of testing remain the detection
of errors. We have seen that imposing high branch analysis
requirements on system level testing can alter the priorities
of the testers because the product is about to be released
and the branch analysis requirements have not yet been
met. When this happens, branch analysis testing is no
longer cost-effective and other methods of software verification should be employed.

has not beentestedby the initial test suite. The expertthen
recommendsadditional functional teststo the tester,along
with an estimateof the expectedimprovement of branch
coverage.The testerthen takesthe functional specification
of the test and usestraditional functional testingtechniques
to create a series of tests that will thoroughly test that
functionality. This processis repeateduntil testing is complete.
The choice of the expert for the team testing technique
is very important. It is the expert who is responsiblefor
determining the functionality of individual sectionsof the
code. The expert must thereforebe very familiar with both
the product being tested and the code being tested. The
difference between the product and the code is that the
former implies general knowledge about the product's
functionality and the latter implies specific knowledge
about how the programmershave implementedcertain features.The bestchoiceof expertis one of the original authors
of the code.
Since the tester will be responsible for designing and
implementing functional tests,he or she must be familiar,
and preferably experienced, with the functional testing
techniquesdescribedearlier in this paper. The testermust
also be familiar with the functionality of the product being
tested and with the operation of the hardware on which
the product is implemented.An understandingof the ultimate user of the product is also needed.The quality assurance engineerusually fits into this role quite well.
Proper communicationbetweenthe expert and the tester
is essentialfor this team testingprocessto work. The expert
must have a way of easily and efficiently communicating
the necessaryinformation about the functional testingthat
must yet be done on the software.If the communication
medium is too cumbersomeor too inefficient then it simply
won't be used and the full benefitsof team testing will not
be achieved. Fig. 4 shows the information flow for this
process.The tester gives the expert a detailed report indicating the branch coverage of the tests so far. The expert
examines the data and gives the tester a set of forms that
indicate the additisnal functionalities that need to be tested
and the expected increasein branch coverage.The latter

TeamTesting
A way to avoid the problem of misinterpretation of the
branch coverage metric is to try to use only functional
testing techniques to augment the test suite. However,
branch analysis tends to give the tester an understanding
of very low-level code, and it is difficult to ignore this
knowledge when creating functional tests. A technique
known as team testing, which is being used for testing the
MPE XL operating system, has been very effective at resolving this problem. This technique uses two engineers in a
way that separates the low-level knowledge of the system
from the design of the functional tests.
The engineer who is familiar with the code under test
is referred to as the expert. The other engineer is referred
to as the tester. Initially, the tester designs functional tests
for the software. After the tests have been run, the branch
coverage data is examined by the expert. The expert is then
in a position to determine what functionality of the system
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Fig.4, lnformation flow in team testing.

piece of information is used by both engineersas a checkpoint for proper communication.
The experthasthe branch coverageinformation obtained
from the tester and the sourcecode for the softwarebeing
tested. Using this information, the expert can determine
which physical portions of the code have not been tested
by the test suite so far. By examiningthe untestedportions
of the code,and understandingthe functional specification
of the software,the expert determineswhat new functional
tests need to be added to the test suite. While doing this,
the expert should write down a list of previously unexecuted branchesthat these testswill execute.The expert is
not concernedwith the details of writing or executingthe
testsor any other details of testing.The expert then passes
the branch "hit list" along with the functional test descriptions to the tester.
The testerreceivesthe functional test descriptionsfrom
the expert and proceedsto write functional teststhat fully
test the specified functionality. This is the critical part. If
the tester does not test the functionality using all of the
standardfunctional testingtechniques,then all of the effort
going into the testing will be of limited value. This is becausethese functional testing techniques are designedto
find errors,whereasbranch analysisis designedto ensure
that all of the code is executed.If the tests can be fully
automated,the testeraddsthem to the automatedtest suite.
If the tests cannot be fully automated,a careful log is kept
indicating the stepsnecessaryfor the test to be replicated.
In any event,the testerthen createsthe necessaryenvironment for the functional test to take place and executesthe
tests.If any of the brancheson the hit list are not executed,
the tester must notify the expert of this discrepancy.This
could be either an error or simply a miscommunication
between the expert and the tester.Either casemust be resolved. The new branch coveragedata is then given back
to the expert and the processis repeated.
As already mentioned, there are severalareasthat need
special attention for team testing to be successful.First,
the membersof the team must be chosencarefully.A weak
link in this chain could destroyany benefitsthe methodology has to offer. Next, the lines of communicationbetween
the tester and the expert must be clear and efficient. Both
engineerscan be excellent,but if they don't communicate
properly, neither will be effective.Finally, the testermust
test the softwareusing functional testingtechniques,independent of branch analysis.It's not enoughjust to execute
a branch. The branch must be tested in a wav that will
exposeerrors.
Branch Analysis Walkthroughs
Now we introduce a technique known as a bronch
onolysis woikthrough. The goals of the branch analysis
walkthrough are vastly different from those of traditional
walkthroughs and inspections. In fact, branch analysis
walkthroughs may be more aptly termed risk analysis
walkthroughs. Branch analysis walkthroughs are used to
identify critical, complex,and error-pronecodethat should
be targetedfor later verification. This makesit possibleto
direct the remaining resourcesof the project toward the
verification of critical code or code that has a reasonable
possibility of containing an error. This provides a much

more cost-effective software verification process.
Walkthroughs and code inspections offer many benefits
(see box, page 21). Since there are plenty of references on
traditional structured walkthroughs and inspectionsl'3'4'5'B
we will only discuss the key differences between a branch
analysis walkthrough and the more traditional approach
discussed in the literature.
Two prominent features of the branch analysis walkthrough are that the code being inspected is sparsely dispersed throughout a software component, and that there
is usually a lot more code needing inspection. Fortunately,
since the goal is simply to perform a risk analysis on the
code, the walkthrough team is capable of inspecting the
code at a high rate. However, this is not true of the preparation stage. For the branch analysis walkthrough to be
successful, it is critical that all members of the team be
well prepared.
Preparation. There are four steps in the proper preparation
for a branch analysis walkthrough:
1. Test the code as much as possible. Since you will have
to walk through all of the untested code, it is very important that the volume of code be minimized.
2. Have the moderator annotate a listing. The moderator
should take a current listing of the code and mark all
branches that have not been executed during testing.
While doing this, any interfaces into or out of this code
should be cross-referenced unless they are already easy
to find.
3. Hold a preview meeting. A preview meeting should be
held at least one week before the walkthroughs are to
commence. The team should handle the following items
during this meeting:
r Pass out copies of the annotated listing to all of the
team members
r Organize the walkthrough process
I Determine the logical order in which the branches
will be inspected
I Develop a schedule for completing the walkthroughs
I Clarify each engineer's role in the walkthroughs.
4. Analyze the code. Each member of the team must become very familiar with the code to be inspected before
the walkthroughs begin. This is critical because during
the walkthroughs themselves the team will be moving
fairly quickly.
The Walkthroughs. To make the branch analysis walkthrough move quickly and smoothly, each branch is simply
categorized, and only a small portion of the branches are
actually verified during the walkthrough. The categories
that branches can be put into are:
1. Testable. A test case can be created to execute this
branch without an unreasonable amount of effort.
2. Signed off. The branch is relatively trivial, correct, and
not critical to the overall function of the system.
3. Not signed off. An error was found in the decision logic
or the code for the branch.
4. Unreachable. Previous logic has eliminated the possibility of executing this branch.
5. Verification necessary. The branch is too critical or too
complex to be signed off without more thorough verification,
Testable branches are typically functional tests that were
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overlooked.Thesebranchescan usually be identified very
easily and classifiedquickly. For a branch to be signedoff,
the walkthrough team must feel very confident that the
code is correct.The branchesin this categoryare typically
simple error-exit code that cannot be testedeasily because
the error must occur during a very small time interval. These
are the only branches that are completely verified by the
branch analysis walkthrough. Virtually all unreachable
branches fall into one of two categories.They are either
redundant error checking or hooks inserted into the code
to facilitate the addition of scheduled enhancements.In
the caseof a redundant error check,if the error being tested
cannot possibly occur between the two error checks then
the redundant one should be removed. The rest of the
branches should be left in the code but deducted from the
calculation of the coverage. The last category is used to
speed up the branch analysis walkthroughs. Any time a
branch would require considerable effort for the team to
be confident that the branch is correct, or if an error in this
branch could seriously degradethe reliability of the entire
system, this branch needs to be investigated more
thoroughly at a later date.
As you can see,these categoriesare designedto allow
the walkthrough team to move quickly. Most time is spent
verifying branches that are relatively trivial (those in
categories2 and 3). The rest ofthe categoriesareto be dealt
with later, and therefore each branch can be scanned
quickly to determine the proper category.
It is important that the members of the team have a high
level of concentration during walkthroughs. This is even
more important for branch analysis walkthroughs because
of the speedat which the codeis beinginspected.To achieve
this, the walkthroughs should be held in a quiet place with
no outsidedistractionsand limited to onetwo-hour session
per day. Researchshows that continuing beyond two hours
can seriously degrade the quality and efficiency of the
walkthroughs.s It is the responsibility of the moderator to
ensure that these guidelines are adhered to.
Follow-Up. During the branch analysis walkthrough, a follow-up form must be opened for each branch not put into
the signed-off category.All of these branchesmust eventually be signed off beforethe product is released.The followup form contains the following information:
r The branch number and location
r The category the branch is put into
r Commentson why the branch was put into that category
I Follow-up recommendations
r Follow-up eomments
r Signature and date of sign-off.
The first three of these are filled out by the moderator
during the branch analysis walkthrough. The fourth is filled
out by the team before follow-up commences.The last two
are filled out by the quality assuranceengineer assigned
to sign off these branches. It is important that the branch
number and location be precise enough so that if the code
changesbetween the time of the walkthrough and the follow-up, the branch in question can still be identified. The
comments on the categorydecision should at least include:
a description of the error for not-signed-off branches, a
functional test description for testable branches, and any
other information that will help the follow-up engineer to
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verify whether or not the branch is correct.
Follow-up recommendationsare essentiallya suggestion
by the team on how the branch should be verified. This is
explainedfurther in the next section.The follow-up should
include:
I Verification of fixes for enors found. Specialcareshould
be taken on follow-up of errorsfound. Studiesshow that
one out of every six code fixes is either incorrect or
introduces other errors.s
I Verification that tests were run to execute testable
branches.
r There are two possible resolutions for each of the unreachablebranches.If it is a hook. remove it from the
calculation of branch coverage.If it is unreachable,remove it from the code.
I Obviously, branchesin the verification-necessarycategory must be verified by whatever formal means are
deemedappropriateand then signed off.
Resources Needed. Table I shows the recommended

Fig,5. Flow chart for a comprehensiveverificationmethodology based on branch analysis.

Advantages of Code Inspections
during
Insurance.Understanding
oi the code is disseminated
In the past, there was a great debate on the use of code
the inspection.This is valuableif the developerleavesthe
inspectionsas a softwareverificationtool. lt was fairly obvious
projectbeforeit is finished.Someoneelse on the inspection
that the techniquecould be effectivebut therewere concerns,
quickly.
They included:
teamcan pickup wherethedeveloperleftoffrelatively
Morale.Moralecan be improvedin twoways.First,inspections
r Cost. Becausecode inspectionsare highly labor-intensive,
to interact
breakup the engineers'routinewithan opportunity
they are exceptionallycostly.
with and learnfrom the restof the team.Second,no one likes
lt is difficultto determine
theeffectiveness
r Benefitis long-term.
to find errorsduringtesting.The soonererrorsare foundthe
of the inspectionsuntil long after the product is released.
easierthey are to fix.
Human nature is to avoid a short{erm cost if there is onlv a
Errorsare found,ratherthan symptoms,Whena test fails,all
long{erm benefit.
Thereis no wayto automatea codeinspection
an engineerhas to go on is the symptomsof the failure.The
I Reproducibility.
and thereforeit is extremelydifficultand costlyto try to reproengineermustthendebugthe systemto find the error.During
the erroritselfis found,makingthe repairthat
an inspection,
duce the code inspectionfor regressionverification.
much easaer.
a Consistency.lt is very difficultto ensureconsistenterrordetecMany errorsare found at once. Duringan inspection,many
tionefficiencyovertimeand especiallyf rompersonto person.
More recently the debate slowed. Most people understood
errorsmay be found in the code beforethe inspectionis over.
All of these errors can then be fixed at once afterward.lt is
and believed in the effectivenessof code inspectionsbut still
very rarefor a test to exposemultipleerrors.
issue.The
had reservationsbecause of the cost-effectiveness
Errorscan be prevented.Inspectionsgive the engineersincommon excusewas "l believethat code inspectionsare good,
volved an awarenessof how errors are introduced into the
but theytake so muchof my engineers'time and are so expensive
code. This can help reducethe numberof errorsthese enthat I can only affordto use them sparingly."This was common
gineersintroduceinto subsequentcodingefforts.
because there was little or no statisticaldata that showed lust
Most of these benefitscan be realizedimmediately,makingthis
how cost-effectivecode inspectionsreallywere.Thisis no longer
the case. References1 and 3 show clearly that there is now
techniquevery cost-effectiveeven in the short term.
plenty of experienceand statisticaldata verifyingthat code inReferences
spectionsare highly cost-effective.
1. lV. Fagan, "Advances in Sottware Inspections," IEEE Trcnsactionson Softvvare
One reasonthat code insoectionshave been oroven cost-efVol SE']2, no.7, July'1986.
Engineering,
fective is that they have many beneficialside effectsother than
2. R. Fairley,SoftwareEngineeringConcepts, N4ccraw-Hill,New York, 1985.
increasedquality.l-5
Theseinclude:
3. G. Myers, The Art of Sottwarefestlng, Wiley-lnterscience,New York, 1979.
4. R.Pressman,SoftwareEngineeilng:APractitionet'sApptoach,N,lcGraw'Hi11,1982.
1 lmproved readabilityof code. Since the code must be read
PrenticeHall,EnglewoodCliffs,N.J.,1979.
5. E. Yourdon,StructuredWalkthroughs,
by several engineersother than the implementor,the code
mustbe very readablebeforethe inspectioncan commence.
I Training.Becauseseveralengineersare conductinga critical
evaluationof the code, there is usuallya positiveexchange
Dan Herington
of technical informationand interestingprogrammingtechSoftwareEngineer
niquesand algorithmsduringthe inspection.
lnformationNetworksDivision

amount of time to perform each of the stepsin the branch
analysiswalkthrough process.Recommendationsfound in
the literature are typically designed for full-scale walkthroughs and are expressedin lines of code per hour.
Branchesper hour is a better measurebecauseit takesinto
consideration the branch density of the code. Code that
has high branch density tends to be more difficult to understand and more error-prone (see Fig. 1). Therefore, this
code should be inspected at a slower rate. Based on our
branch density data, the numbers in Table I are roughly
equivalent to those in the literature for the preview and
preparationrates.
Table I
PreviewMeeting
Preparation
Walkthrough

lzho:ur + 100-l50branchesftrour
15-20branches/hour
30-40branches/Lrour

The branch analysis walkthroughs themselvesare de-

signed to move quickly and therefotecan move at roughly
twice the rate of a structured walkthrough or inspection.
We have found that the majority of the branches that make
it to the branch analysis walkthroughs are very short and
simple, making these numbers relatively conservative.
A Comprehensive Verification Methodology
Fig. 5 shows a revised structural testing process that
representshow all of the techniques described above fit
together to form a coordinated software verification process.This processwill maximize the cosVbenefitratio for
conducting structural softwareverification.
Team testing should be conducted before the branch
analysiswalkthroughsfor two important reasons.The first
reason is that walkthroughs are a labor-intensiveactivity.
This means that they will be more expensive and more
error-pronethan testing.Therefore,it is important to make
sure that the volume of code that must be inspectedin the
walkthroughsis minimized. The secondreasonis that team
testing createsan automatable verification of the functionality of the software. This becomes very important when
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the time comes to conduct regression verification. Since
the walkthroughs can't be automated, it is not likely that
they will be redone during regression verification.
After the branch analysis walkthroughs, any branches
not put into the signed-off category must be verified by
some formalized means. The decision on whether to use a
team testing approach or to conduct traditional structured
code walkthroughs should be made on a per-branch basis.
The team that conducted the branch analysis walkthroughs
is probably the best judge of which of these techniques is
most appropriate for each branch.
Once it is decided how to verify the remaining branches,
the teams can then go on to the formal verification. Since
these are the branches that were deemed important enough
to warrant formal verification, the verification should be
thorough and as reproducible as possible. If any enors are
found during this verification, they should be fixed and
the regression package augmented and rerun using branch
analysis. The release criteria are then checked and the loop
is repeated until they are met.
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Editor:
The viewpoint expressed by Zvonko Fazarinc in the March
issue of the HP /ourna.l is quite unorthodox and, in that respect,
quite stimulating ("A Viewpoint on Calculus," p. 3B). Of course
Professor Fazarinc is right when he claims that "we live in a
computer era" and "we can solve only a handful of differential
equations."
But is it really what we want? On more than one occasion
what we need is a qualitative discussion of the system
dynamics: is the asymptotic solution periodic, divergent, or
punctual? Moreover, it is very often useful to discuss how the
parameters affect the solution. For instance, in fluid dynamics
the coupling of gravity and diffusion leads to nontrivial effects.
These effects would be completely blurred by a brute force
calculation, even though the student would gain skills by developing the algorithm.
As a conclusion, while I totally agree that a numerical solution is certainly a solution, I claim that the development of
numerical techniques should reinforce rather than weaken the
teaching of system dynamics (or differential geometry).
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analysis walkthrough methodology. We would also like to
mention Dan Coats for his work in the development of the
team testing approach for branch analysis.
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I hove no doubt thot study of quoiitotive system dynomics
provides o good stepping stone toword on understonding o/
ossocioted phenomeno. At the some time I must stote thot the
evolutionory discrete mothemoticol formulotion coupled with
o good grophics interfoce in on interoctive environment provides by for the best medium for such studies.
I hove spent two years omong students ond foculty ot Stonford University exploring the potentiol of computers for building intuitive understonding of new concepts. This reseorch hos
strengthened rny belief thot d.iscrete mothemotics offers considerobly more thon just "brute force colcu.lotions." If it is used
to express first principies it hos the potentia.l to mimic ndture.
If it is given an oppropriote visuol presentotion ond ossociotions with some familiar phenomeno, it con shorten the time
normolly needed for ocquisition of intuitive understonding of
new concepts. Given o chonce to evolve in time, it con provide
us with an insight into quontitative or quolitotive dynomics
thot hos no equol anywhere.
It is di/ficult to illustrote these points in o generol way, so
allow me to use your exomple of gravily ond di/fusion os o
vehicle. I hove developed a teoching module ot Stonford thot
oddresses these phenomeno in o purely quolitotive way but
uses discrete mothemotics behind the scenes. Insteod of nresenting the student with the equotion
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which seporotes the average mortol from those who hove mostered the partiol differentiol colculus, the module first mokes
on ossociction withthe mechanicol world. It does so by presenting o number of colliding porticies moving away from the
"crowd," where the collisions ore more frequent but result in
o less impaired motion in the direction oway from the high
density. The number o/ porticles in o given position is plotted
dynomicaliy in the form of a graph directly obove them. This
provides on olmost instontoneous intuitive understonding of
the process ond helps visuoiizotion loter when more complex
problems ore oddressed without showing the porticles.

Dynamic disploys of concentrotion C(x,tJ os o function of
spoce ond time evolving under the influence ofgrodients ond
externol forces F(x,tJ moy be observed. The student con enter
orbitrory diffusivity D(x), force profile F(x.), ond initiol concentrotion C(x,0] vio grophic inputs. Simultoneous disploy oJ
fluxes provides onother aid for visuolizing nontrivial coses.
Students hove been generoting the earth's otmosphere by
entering inverse-squore force profiles. They have produced
nonspreoding concentrotion pockets by shoping diffusivity
profiles opproprioteiy. But they hove definitely goined o strong
intuitive understonding of osymptotic behovior without missing the tronsient behovior, which contoins powerful clues to
understonding the phenomeno.
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A numt,er of other modules hove been developed thot cover
fields such os semiconductor physics, short-ronge ond longronge /orces, tronsmission lines, wove interference phenomeno, ond rondom processes. All o/ them hove proven to provide
insight into quolitotive behovior without the simplificotions
required when infinitesimol formulotions ore used.
My paper, "Computers in Support of Conceptuol Leorning,"
presents o short description ofmotivotions, results, ond conclusions derived from the Stan/ord study.*
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Directionof VLSICMOSTechnology
by Yoshio Nishi

INCESTOCHASTICFLUCTUATIONof deviceand process
parameters becomes more significant with increasing
numbers of transistorson a chip, there is a strongrequirement for increased noise immunity and decreased power consumption in higher density circuits. Although low-power CMOS
circuits were invented in the 1960s, they did not increase in
importance until integration density exceeded 100,000 devices/
chip. Since then, CMOS has penetrated into static memories as
well as rnicroprocessors. This article will briefly review the current
status of CMOS technology and discuss engineering challenges
for future microcircuit technology.

CMOSIntegratedCircuits
The earlier CMOS integrated circuits started with calculator
chips, watch and clock circuit chips, etc., which required lower
power consumption because of the limited capacity of the battery
cells available for these applications. CMOS circuits are also
widely used for logic gates,analog-to-digital converters, and phaselocked loop synthesizers, which require either large driving
capability, wide operating voltage, or noise immunity. Now the
application of CMOS has been expanded to cover memories and
microprocessors for computing engines.
The first CMOS VLSI circuit ever made was a 16K-bit static
memory which certainly enioyed all of the features of CMOS mentioned above. Since then, each generation of memory device ICs
has increasingly used a higher percentage of CMOS devices. About
half of the 64K-bit static memory chips were made using CMOS
technology and all 256K-bit static memory hasbeenbuiltinCMOS.
Even in the case of dynamic memory, which has been implemented
using NMOS technology because of its strong requirement for the
highest density, CMOS is used for more than 4oo/o of the current
1M-bit memory chips. The aM-bit and 16M-bit memory chips
described at the 1987 International Solid-State Circuits Conference
have verified again the strong thrust toward CMOS technology. A
similar change has occurred in the logic VLSI area in that most
of the newer chips have been implemented as CMOS circuits for
the same reasons described above.
Recent progress in application-specific ICs has been made based
upon CMOS technology. These ICs are considered as one of the
most important device technology application areas for a company
that has captive VLSI capability for internal use only.

Active Devices
A CMOScircuitcell consistsof a pairof MOSFETs,
onen-channel
and one p-channel. Traditionally, n-channel MOSFETs have been
made starting in a p well in an n substrate. Later, the use of p-channel
MOSFETs, formed in n wells in a p substrate, became common,
especially for EPROMs, microprocessors, and dynamic RAMs.
Since the scaling down of device geometry for higher performance
requires high substrate density even with structured-in-depth impurity profiles, the twin-well structure, a p well for NMOS and
an n well for PMOS, was introduced because of its larger degree
of freedom for channel impurity doping and lower junction capacitance design. An n-channel MOSFET needs special consideration
to avoid hot-electron-induced
degradation when channel length
becomes smaller, so that the increased electric field stuength near
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the drain does not cause impact ionization of electron-hole pairs.
The lightly doped drain (LDD) FET structure has been introduced
to lower the drain electric field.
On the other hand, fabricating higher-density p-channel MOSFETs becomes more difficult because acceptor impurity diffusion
in silicon is much faster than donor impurity diffusion, which
makes diffusion of shallow p junctions more difficult. The use of
boron-fluoride (BF) implantation and rapid thermal annealing process steps has become quite common for this reason.
Oxide integrity is another major concem for both NMOS and
PMOS devices, A recent 4M-bit dynamic memory uses 10-nmthick oxide for the memory cell capacitor and 1s-nm-thick oxide
for the active gate insulator. To increase performance and circuit
density, these values should decrease further, which will cause
interesting physical problems and technical difficulties. Threshold
voltage control would be one of the most difficult issues because
widely used channel doping techniques might not provide acceptable device performance. The increase in source resistance with
decreasing junction depth almost forces us to apply some kind of
more-conductive layer on source and drain regions. The most commonly investigated material for this purpose is titanium silicide.
Other materials such as platinum silicide, cobalt silicide, and
titanium nitride have also been investigated.
The downward scaling of device feature sizes to less than a
0.5-micrometer channel length has led to the serious consideration
of operating CMOS devices at lower temperatures. The associated
benefits of lower subthreshold leakage currents, steeper logarithmic current-voltage characteristics, and higher mobility promise higher-speed performance. Lower temperature operation eventually offers a chance to obtain radically improved total VLSI
system performance by combining it with "high-temperature"
superconductive interconnections as discussed later.

lnterconnections
As the speedperformanceof active deviceshas beenimproved,
the influence of interconnection technology on chip performance
hasbecomesignificant.Aluminum doped with silicon and/orcopper is the most popular materialfor both signal and power supply
lines. The key parametersin this area are density, signal propagation delay, and current-carrying capability. Density refers to the
number of interconnection layers and the metal line widths and
spacing. Propagation delay is mostly determined by RC constants.
Current-carrying capability is a strong function of electromigration
endurancealongthe interconnectionlines and at contact/viaregions.
The basic feature of CMOS, low dc power consumption, generally representsthe superiority of CMOS over other technologies,
but for high-frequency operation most of the power dissipated on
a chip is ac power, which even CMOS cannot do any'thing to
reduce.Once we take a careful look at a VLSI chip, 70% of the ac
power dissipation occurs at tJrecircuits that drive larger capacitive
loads and switch simultaneously, which most likely happens at
output driver and buffer circuits. Temperature increasesbecause
of higher current density in interconnections and this results in
increased electromigration effects. Thus, the choice of interconnection material must be carefully made to meet severalconflicting
requirements. Severalcircuit tricks, which can effectively dectease

the power dissipation at driver circuits, have substantial importance, and bipolar-CMOS circuits could be one of the possible
solutions.
When one tries to think of an ideal interconnection, its properties
have to include zero resistance with infinite current-carrying capability. Recent significant progress in developing materials that are
superconductive at relatively high temperatures (77K) might open
a new horizon in this area. Superconductive interconnections may
add another value, such as automatically solving some inductance
problems because of superconductivity's natural diamagnetism.
Although there will be many important and essential improvements in VLSI circuits using this new technology, we have to look
carefully at the potential issues that may arise. Among them are
how closely the thermal expansion coefficients of the new materials match that of silicon, what will be the critical current density
where superconductivity collapses, how to control compositional
uniformity of the new materials, etc.

build desired circuits. There must be some vehicle that can continuously stimulate and finance advances toward higher density,
higher performance, and lower cost. This vehicle, called a technology driver, has been dynamic memory for a long time. Sometimes
static memory has served this purpose, predominantly for CMOS
technology evolution.
The question may arise, "What will be the technology driver in
the future?" There is a strong potential that future microprocessors
and their associated families of chips will include more memory
capacity on each chip, and that memory chips will include more
Iogic functions. Thus, since dynamic memory tends to have quite
a unique structute for a cell, which is clearly apart from other
chip technology, it is somewhat unlikely that dynamic memory
development will continue to drive IC technology evolution. The
fact remains that both dynamic memory and static memory will
require higher FET density per chip in the future and that VLSI
logic circuits will require higher interconnection density and an
increased number of metal layers.

lsolation
To isolate one active device adequately from other devices in
monolithic integrated circuits has been the largest concern for
higher-density integration. MOS designs took advantage of not
needing any substrate isolations like bipolar integrated circuits.
CMOS. however. has two different active devices in a circuit cell
so that there must be substrate isolation. Even in NMOS integrated
circuits, how to minimize the distance between one FET and adjacent FETs has been and continues to be a major engineering
challenge. The local oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) in selected regions as an isolation process had been the solution for a long time.
However, the bird's beak (an undesired intrusion of the oxidized
silicon into adjacent device regions) characteristic of the LOCOS
process is not allowable any longer for VLSI dimensions of a micrometer or less. There have been a Iarge number of approaches
to minimize the interdevice distance. Most of them try to etch a
trench or moat around the active devices and then backfill it with
insulating materials.
Another approach is to use an insulating substrate instead of
silicon, a technology known as silicon on insulator (SOIJ. One
example in the past that falls into this category was the silicon-onsapphire (SOS) structure. Several experiments to realize a multilayer silicon/insulator structure have been tested for three-dimensional integration, and such studies ate one of the most interesting
research areas for the ULSI era.

TechnologyDriver
Technology progress in integrated circuits has not been done
with a smooth continuous trajectory. Rather, it has been more like
climbing up a stairway. Every two to three years, a new technology
generation has been introduced, and this most likely will continue
until silicon VLSIruLSI hits the ultimate banier at which one wiII
have to switch to other active device materials for further progtess.
Each technology advance has required that a variety of technologies be integrated into one set of processes by which we can

A significant aspect of the previous technology driver, dynamic
memory, is that each generation's production and sales have provided the R&D funds essential for the evolution of IC technology
itself. The R&D period for one technology generation used to be
three years, but is now increasing. Yet, every new technology
generation still appears every two to three years. This is made
possible by overlapping the R&D schedules for successive technology generations and puts an increased emphasis on selecting technology drivers that will provide the funds to support further R&D.
Hence, there will not be any unique choice for a technology
driver under diverging system requirements, However, it seems
natural that a more system-oriented company will choose static
memory as a technology driver with the expectation that such
technology will migrate in a more llexible way into microprocessors and application-specific ICs, which can make highly valueadded products through which essential R&D funds will be generated.
At this time, CMOS is apparently the most rapidly progressing
technology with static memory and microprocessors becoming its
technology drivers. Although there is great potential for CMOS to
performance, integration
meet most system requirements-speed,
density, power consumption, and noise immunity----one can easily
foresee continuing engineering challenges as well as device
physics problems.
An exciting decade for semiconductor technology is ahead, particularly for CMOS VLSVULSL FTom the viewpoint of the HewlettPackard Company, how HP drives its own technology to be in a
worldwide leading-edge position will certainly affect most of the
company's products. The key is how HP can successfully leverage
system performance by integrating state-of-the-art VLSIAILSI technology. The importance of putting the right combination of unit
technologies together to maximize performance and optimize system positioning will be increasing as silicon devices get closer
and closer to their ultimate performance barier.
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SoftwareArchitectureand the UNIX
OperatingSystem:An Introductionto
lnterprocessCommunication
Signals,pipes,sharedmemory,andmessagequeuesare
someof the facilitiesprovidedby the UNIX@
operating
sysfemfor communication
software
modules.
The
among
strengthsand weaknesses
of eachfacilityare discussed.
by MarvinL. Watkins
OFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS, the exchangeor
sharing of information by computer programs, is
related to several central software architectural concepts.Fig. 1 showstheserelationshipsand provides a road
map of the ideasthis paperwill touch upon. The discussion
is organized into three major sections. The first section
deals with some fundamental ideas and conceptsof software engineeringthat arise in multiprocessing systems.
Here, the important concepts of complexity, modularity,
concurrency,and synchronizationare presented.The second section deals with use and performanceissues that
arise with the UNIX operatingsystem'sinterprocesscommunication (IPC) facilities. In this section, the UNIX IPC
facilities are ranked for various usesand data is presented
to support the ranking. The third section discusseseach
IPC facilitv in detail.

that of programcomplexity. Someprogramsare more complex than others, even though they may solve exactly the
sameproblem. For example,"spaghetticode" is almost alwaysmorecomplexthan an equivalentstructuredprogram.
In an ideal world, problem complexity would be the sole
linear determinantof cost for computer programs.A problem statementwould be generated,software designedand
implemented, and the program(s)delivered. In fact, program complexity affectscost in a nonlinear manner.Many,
if not most, softwaredevelopmentprojectsconsumemore
resources(i.e., cost more) than the problem statementdemands. The culprit is often unnecessarilycomplex programs causedby poor, inappropriate, or rushed design.

Fundamentals
We like to think of an activity that a computeris intended
to model as a problem the computer's program(sJmust
solve. The problems that computers are called on to help
solve range from the very simple, for example keeping a
list of telephone numbers, to the very complex such as
fully automating and integrating the diverse machines of
a large manufacturing facility.
In general, simple activities generatesimple problem
statements.These,in turn, generatesimple, self-contained
programs.Conversely,the more complex the activity a program is intended to model, the more complex will be the
program or programsrequired. Of course,complexity increasescosts and jeopardizessuccess.
Complexity
There are two notions of complexity used throughout
this paper.The first is that of problem complexity.Problem
statementsdetermine the minimum complexity possible
for a software solution. For example, automating a manufacturing facility requires a more complex software solution than a computerizedphone list. The secondnotion is
UNIXis a trademark
of AT&TBellLaboratories.
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Fig. 1. Some rclations among software concepts. Arrows indicate direction of influence.

Coupling
Couplingis probablythe singlegreatestcontributorto
program complexity. In general, the greater the degree of
coupling, the greater the complexity of the design and the
worse its structure. A change in a module that is coupled
to others can have unavoidable effects on them. Even a
minor change in a coupled module can have nasty consequences: it can cascade through coupled modules forcing
significant changes in many unpredictable ways.
Coupling occurs primarily when the same data or control
characteristics or assumptions are embedded in the code
of two or more modules. For example, suppose module A
performs a seriesof calculation s cL, c2, c3 , ....Now suppose
module B needs a calculation similar to, say, c2. If A is
modified so that B can call A with a new parameter that
causes A to execute c2, then A and B have been coupled.
Another form of coupling occurs when code has assumptions about external objects embedded within it. For example, a module might assume that a terminal connected to
it always displays 24 lines by B0 columns.
When considering trade-offs in program complexity, it
is important to consider that tight coupling introduces three
major problems: difficulty in finding and correcting design
flaws, difficulty in adding new features to a system, and
difficulty in migrating functionality to enhance system performance. Loose coupling simplifies maintenance, addition of new features, and upgrades to more computing
power.

Modularity
Modularity is among the most powerful methods for
limiting a program's complexity to manageablebounds.
Modules can exhibit at leastthree major kinds of relationships or structure:arbitrary,hierarchical,and independent.
Arbitrary designsare usually easierand quicker to develop
than structured designs. The latter are usually easier to
understand,debug,enhance,and maintain. However,additional work must go into the design processto createsimple, well-structured,understandablesoftware.That is, near
the end of the designphasean unnecessarilycomplex software architectureis usually produced,which, nonetheless,
satisfiesthe problem statement.More time and resources
must be allocated to simplify and organize this design if
understandability, flexibility, adaptability, maintainabil-

ity, etc. are also required. Schedule pressures and, perhaps,
inexperience frequently prevent development teams from
doing this additional complexity-reducing design work.
Arbitrary designs tend to have enormous amounts of coupling among their modules. Hierarchies and/or independent program structures tend to have much less coupling.
However, even they are rarely pure. Even good, structured
designs usually have some degree of coupling among their
modules.
Top-down design methodologies typically create hierarchical organizations. Such structures model a problem as
a hierarchy of functions. Program modules are then created
for each of these functions. Hierarchical organizations tend
to incorporate program control directly into the problem
model (i.e., functional decomposition). This is one of the
principal reasons that programs exhibiting such organizations are easier to understand than arbitrary designs.
Some problems do not decompose into hierarchies well.
These problems are often characterized by having multiple,
asynchronous, concurrent events or processing (e.g., input/
output or user query formation and data base search). Such
problems can often be modeled as independent functions.
These functions can then be implemented as independent
programs, provided there are useful communications
mechanisms to mediate data exchange.
Modularity is both a recursive and a scalable notion,
recursive because modules can contain modules of the
same kind and scalable because lower-level modules are
usually contained in higher-level ones. For example, instructions can contain instructions, blocks can contain
blocks, and procedures can contain procedures, etc. while
procedures contain blocks that contain instructions. Fig. 2
compares a scale of software modules with increasingly
complex problems that might be solved by software composed of modules at and below each level. The module
scale's levels are:
r Instructions. For example, while(.p) p+ + and
rF (A.GT.B)10,20,30.
I Blocks. For example, begin... end and {...}.
I Procedures. For example, C procedures and Fortran subroutines.
I Programs. For example, several programs that together
satisfy one problem statement or make up one application.
I Networks. For example, several programs, each running
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on a different computer, that together satisfy one problem
statement.
In general, at each higher level on this scale new capabilities emerge. These permit richer relations and more powerful organizing principles to be designed into the software's architecture. Thus, a program can often be significantly simplified by modularizing at a higher level as
shown in Fig. 3. The black curves in Fig. 3 intuitively
describe how program complexity would grow as the
number of modules grows. The curve in color shows how
program complexity can be contained by using successively higher levels of modularization together with their
emergent capabilities. It is exactly this effect that enables
programmers to create ever larger programs that solve more
and more complex problems.

Table I

Module

Communication Mechanism

metanetworks

?

networks

network protocols, custom gateways

programs

interprocess communication,

(processes)

calling arguments, signals, files

procedures

global and external variables,

blocks

arrays, structures,variables, array

instructions

variables, array items, pointers,

parameters, common
items, pointers, structure members
structure members

Communications
A necessary companion of modularity is data exchange.
To do useful work, modules must be able to share or exchange information. For each method of organizing modules into modules there exists one or more communication
mechanisms among modules structured with the method.
With the UNIX operating system and the C programming
language, new communications capabilities emerge at
every level of Fig. 2's scale.
Table I shows some major communication mechanisms
associated with our module scale's modules. For example,
a simple program shares data among its procedures, but
not with other programs. Procedures use global variables,
parameters, local variables and pointers, etc. to pass data.
More complex problems can require coordinating the work
of many computers at many sites. Networks, together with
their communications protocols, connect programs running in separate computers. Between these examples are
problems whose complexity exceeds what is appropriate
for a single program, but that can be well-modeled by a
few programs running on a single computer. Interprocess
communication mechanisms allow data to be exchanged
or shared and messages to be sent and received by such
programs. IPC extends our ability to organize and structure
proSrams.
IPC enables isolated simple programs to be integrated
into multiprogram organizations. For example, a program
that must respond to multiple asynchronous inputs will

almost certainly be much simpler if modeled as several
concurrent communicating programs. Each asynchronous
input could have its own input handler program that transfers the input's data to a main program using IPC. The
simplification derives from the ability to use UNIX resources (e.g., scheduler, interrupt handler, buffers, buffer
manager, etc.) rather than recreate them in the application.
A final important point to note about communications
mechanisms in general and IPC in particular: the mechanism is just that, a capability that makes communications
possible. For useful communication to occur, the sender
and receiver must also agree on rules and conventions for
interpreting the data to be exchanged. These rules manifest
themselves, in part, as a need for type agreement for withinprogram communication, format agreement for IPC, and
protocol agreement for networks.

Concurrency
The UNIX system is a multitasking operating system.
This meansthat the UNIX systemcan simultaneouslyexecute many programs.To do so, it must keep information
about a running program as well as the program'sinternal
data. A process is what a program is called when it is
actually running. A processis composed of a program's
code and internal data plus the kernel-allocatedresources
needed to support the program at run time. For example,
the kernel must rememberwhere in main memorv the pro-
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Fig. 3. An intuitive comparison ol
program complexitywith modularity. The color curve shows how
program complexity can be reduced by modularizingat successively higher levels.

gram is located, whether any buffers are being used, the
current priority, permissions,etc.
Two or more processesrunning at the sametime can be
working in consortto solve a singleproblem.Usually, such
multiprocessapplicationsneedto exchangedataand information. The UNIX operatingsystemprovides IPC facilities
for exactly this kind of information exchange.The UNIX
kernel keepstrack of any IPC resourcesused by such processes.
Every new processis createdby the UNIX systemin the
sameway: an existing processspawns an almost identical
child process.Unless the original processmakes special
arrangements,the child processwill have no knowledge
of the parent or any other sibling processesthat may exist.
SomeIPC mechanisms,notably pipes, require that the parent processset up the communications channel. This restriction causessome software systemsto become excessively complex. Newer UNIX IPC mechanismsdo not have
this restriction. We will use the term process,rather than
program,when we wish to emphasizethe run-time nature
of a program.

referredto as trashed data.
The potential for stale, missed, and trashed data exists
evenin simple programs.However,a singleprogram'ssingle
execution thread implicitly imposes a strict sequentiality
on data accesses.This usually guaranteescorrect data access synchronization. Data exchangesamong concurrent
processesmust be carefully designedto avoid synchronization problems and achievethe benefits of multitasking.
It is interestingto note that here we have comefull circle,
as shown in Fig. 1. Synchronization problems are a new
form of program complexity that must now be dealt with.
It seems reasonableto ask why facilities that introduce
complexity, such as IPC, are useful. Fundamentally, IPC
existsbecauseit can be used to trade a little more complexity in handling datafor much lesscomplexity in structuring
programs.This trade-offarises,in largepart, becauseasynchronous events can be much more easily incorporated
into a multiprogram design than into a single monolithic
program. That is, synchronizing data exchangeis easier
and less problematic than synchronizing control events.

UNIX IPC and Software Architecture
Synchronization
Concurrencyintroduces multiple executionthreadsthat
must be synchronized.For example,deadlock is a control
problem that can occur when processessimultaneously
reservesharedresources.Two processescan be waiting for
an event-the other processto unlock the sharedresourcethat cannot occur becauseboth processesareblocked waiting for the resource.
Concurrency aggravates problems with synchronizing
data production and consumption. For example, suppose
processp1 is sending messages(i.e., data) to processp2.
They must agreeto some convention that ensuresthat p2
starts reading only after p1 has sent a new messageand
that p1 begins writing only after p2 has read the old message.If p2 gets out of sync with p1, three situations can
occur. One, p2 can read the same messagetwice; this is
sometimesrefened to as staledata.Two, p2 can miss reading a message;this is sometimesreferredto as missed data.
Three, p2 can read a partial or mixed message(i.e., p1 is
preempted while writing a message,then p2 reads a messagecontaining both new and old data);this is sometimes
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One aspectof developing concurrent programsis identifying communication mechanisms that match the structural relationships of the software architecture.
The UNIX operating system provides several IPC
facilities. Unfortunately, no one UNIX IPC facility is best
for every possible application. The best IPC method for a
given application depends on the structure of the communicating programs, the amount and kind of data that
must be passed,the performancethat the application demands, and the capabilities of the underlying hardware.
Since each mechanism can be used, or adapted,for many
purposes,evaluating each IPC facility againstspecific requirements is usually necessary.
IPC Use Taxonomy and Ranking
A simple taxonomyfor comparingthe UNIX IPCfacilities
according to the uses for which they seem best suited is
shown in Fig. 4.x In this scheme,IPC uses are classified
.Some UNIX versions,lor example,Berkeley
4.2 BSD, contain IPC facilitiesthat UNIX
a*. not. Theseare not discussed in this paper, but are described in relerences
?:*y
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Fig. 4. IPC use taxonomy and
facility ranking. Msg stands for
message queues,Pipe for pipes,
Sem for semaphores, Shm for
shared memory, and Sig for signals. The use for which a facility
seems fo have been designed
originally rs shown in color.
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into four broad classes, each containing two or three subcategories. The UNIX IPC mechanisms are then ranked
under these subcategories from top to bottom, from best
suited to worst suited, respectively. These rankings and
taxonomy should be interpreted as suggestions. No claim
is made for their universal applicability. Indeed, they include at least one seeming paradox. Namely, even though
shared memory is theoretically the fastest possible IPC
facility, it is suggested that it not be used for those purposes
demanding quick delivery. Hopefully, the material presented below will make the reasons clear.
Briefly, the uses the taxonomy's classes are trying to
capture are as follows. The class of event triggers initiates
some action, usually starting or stopping processing. The
interrupt event trigger (i.e., the UNIX signal facility) forces
the communication receiver to branch to a specified location or terminate. State indicators announce a condition,
usually the accessibility or state of some resource. Message
exchanges convey information, usually between two processes but occasionally from one process to many processes. Exchanges can be sent in rapid succession to specific
receivers or posted and picked up by arbitrary receivers
on an as-needed basis. Data transfers move results for successive operations; usually each function operates on the
data just once but occasionally functions may alternate
working with the data.
There are many different dimensions to the taxonomy's
use categories. They can be characterized by the nature of
their requirements. Fig. 5 compares each use's important
requirements with the properties of the UNIX IPC facilities.
The goodness of the match, together with each facility's

throughput (discussed below), form the basis for the rankings in Fig. 4. The properties of Fig. 5 are:
r Quick delivery-the
elapsed time between posting a
communication and its availability is small.
I Atomic operation-partially
completed results of an interrupted or preempted operation cannot be accessed by
another process.
r Multiple readability----a communication can be read repeatedly until it is purposely changed.
I Universal readability-any
process with the proper permissions can access a communication.
r Fair capacity-a given communication can pass a reasonable amount of data, say a few thousand bytes.
r High capacity-a given communication can pass substantial amounts of data, say many tens of thousands of
bytes.
I No content constraints-a communication can have arbitrary content and/or any user-defined format.
The following properties listed in Fig. 5 are particularly
useful in comparing IPC facilities (other, less important
properties, are left to each facility's discussion later):
r Simplicity of use-one does not need to refer to manuals
or take extreme care in design to use the facility successfully.
r Generality of connection-a communication's receiver's
actions on the communication do not directly affect its
sender.
I Multiple setup calls-more than one system call is required to create a communication link.
r Minimum CPU resources-a given communication consumes virtually zero central processing unit (CPU) cycles
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Use:
Interrupt
Start, Stop
Lock
Flag
Private
Broadcast
Bulletin Board
tPc
Facility:

Function Composition
Shared Working Set

Kill/Signal
Semaphore
Message Queue
Shared Memory
Pipe
File

Use and IPC Facility Properties

IPC Facility PropertiesOnly

Notes:
X Propertiesthis use requires.
o Propertiesthis IPC facility exhibits.
1. Semaphoresused as resourcelocks usually require value initialization.
2. Theoreticallythe quickest; in practice,two semaphoreoperationsare needed.
3. Minimum achieved if and only if users always keep attached.
4. Achieved il and only if data is found in butfer.

Fig. 5. Use requirementsand IPC facility properties
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Benchmarking UNIX IPC Facilities
The usual purposeof benchmarksis to quantifydifferentcomputers' performancein a way that permits valid comparisons
amongthem.Typically,the goal is to discoverprice/performance
purchasedecisions.Our benchratiosthat permitnear-optimal
mark servesa similarpurpose.Althoughit attemptsto quantify
UNIXIPC perlormancein a way that permitsvalidcomparisons,
the goal is to create performance/capacity
curves that provide
insightinto the relativeeffectiveness
of the UNIXsystem'sIPC
lacilities.We hope that this will permit better system/software
designdecisions.
The good news is that since the measurementswere made
on the same computer,most standardbenchmarkingperilsare
avoided. The bad news is that the IPC facilitieshave features
that are incomparable.
This benchmarkis by no meansa completecharacterization
of an IPCfacility'scapabilities.
ln particular,this benchmarkusesa message-passing
paradigm.Thus,it
accuratelymeasuresIPC mechanismswith respectto message
exchange.Otheruses,however,requiresomecarein interpreting
the results.
We believe that event triggers and state indicatorscan be
fairly treated as passing a single data element.So the performanceof semaphores,
signals,and messagescan be fairlycompared for the specialcase of a messagesize equal to one. Data
transfers,however,are not so easilyhandled.
There are two importantconsiderationsnot addressedin this
benchmark.One,sharedmemorycan pass data withoutcopying
it. Fororganizations
in whichprocessesalternately
workdirectly
in sharedmemory(e.9.,a data baseand its queryprocessesor
a windowing suite),the performanceof shared memory could
greatly surpass any other IPC alternative.Two, pipes use the
UNIXoperatingsystem'sfile buffers.On a systemwhere buffers
are a scarceresource(e.9.,a heavilyloadedl/O-intensive
system),the performance
of pipeswouldprobablydecrease.Consequently,this benchmarkunderratessharedmemory'sperformance and overratesthat of oioes.
Benchmark System
All tests were run on an HP 9000 Series320 Workstationwith
4M bytesof main memory.(Thissystemis based on a 16.6-MHz
MC68020CPUwith a 16K-bytecache, 12.5-MHzMC6B881f toating-point coprocessor, and memory management unit.) The
operatingsystemwas HP-UXMultiuserRevision5.1. (HP-UXis
composedprimarilyof AT&TBell Laboratories'UNIXSystemV.2,
but with Hewlett-Packard's
own extensionsand featuresfromthe
4. 1 and 4.2 BSD versionsof the UNIXoperatingsystemby the
University
of California
at Berkeley.)
All benchmarkswere run in
single-usermode. (Processes0 (swapper),
1 (/erc/inir),
and 2

to complete.
r Needs other IPC facility-the normal use of the facility
requires other IPC facilities.
I Directly affectscontrol-the receiving processes'execution path is interrupted by the communication.
Performance
Capacity.The use of a facility dictatesits communications'
rangeof sizes,that is, the number of bytesthat a communication needs.The classesin Fig. 4 require greatercapacity
as one movesfrom left to right. For example,datatransfers

(pagedaemon)
were the only processesrunningbesides the two
benchmarkorocesses.)
Bencfimark Programs
All benchmarkprogramshad the same general structure.
Pseudocodefor the shared memorv benchmarkwould look as
follows:
obtainnumberof messages
to sendandthe lengthof a message
forkchildprocess
to readmessages
getandattachsharedmemorysegment
for child
getmemory-tilled
andmemory-empty
semaphores
loopforever
acquirememory-filled
semaphore,
blockil no data
copydatafromsharedmemoryintobuffer
releasememory-empty
semaphore
fill parent'sbufferwithmessage
getandattachsharedmemorysegment
for parent
getmemory{illed
andmemory-empty
semaphores
starttimer
loopN times,whereN : numberof messages
to send
acquirememory-empty
semaphore,
blockif dataunread
copydatafrombufferintosharedmemory
releasememory-tilled
semaphore
stoptimer
returnmemoryandsemaphores
to system
orintresults
The semaphorebenchmarkdifferedfrom the above in that the
processes only acquired and released semaphores.No data
was passed.In the messagequeuebenchmark,the parentand
child alternatedsendinga messageand readinga reply with
blocking.
Thepipe benchmark
was similarto the messagequeuebenchmark except that two pipes were used. The signal benchmark
was similarto the semaphorebenchmarkexcept that signals
and handlerswere used to escape pauses alternately.
Copies of these benchmarkprogramsare availablefrom the
author. The results are provided in the accompanyingarticle
(Fig.6).
Caveat
No useful work was done when a benchmarkprogram was
running.One hundredpercentof CPUtimewasspentin handling
messages.Thus,this benchmarkgivesabsoluteupperlimitson
this system'sIPCcapabilities.
The practicallimitsare somewhat
lower.

usually require an IPC mechanism with significantly
greater capacity than do event triggers.
The capacity of a particular UNIX facility is usually set
when the system is configured. It will vary from installation
to installation. However, Table II presents some typical
data for the capacities of UNIX IPC facilities. This data is
for the same system described in the box above.
Throughput. The UNIX operating system makes no guarantee on the length of time it takes to deliver a communication-forever
is not impossible, although somewhat unlikely. Indeed, one has to work very hard to delay a message
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Table ll
IPC Facility

MaximumGapacity

file

sizeof file system

pipe
FIFO
queue
message
sharedmemory

48K bytes(blocksat 4K bytes)
sameaspipe
BKbytes
4Mbytes

signal
semaphore

1 signalfrom setof 23
l valuefroml32K

more than a few hundred milliseconds. This is true for all
IPC mechanisms. On the average, though, some are capable
of delivering more messages per unit time than are others.
Of course, a communication's size interacts with a facility's
capacity to affect its performance. Fig. 6 presents some
comparative data on UNIX IPC performance. A portion of
the data shown in Fig. 6 appears to defy the conventional
wisdom. In particular, shared memory is not found to be
the best performer.
The surprising results of Fig. 6 appear to be an artifact
of using semaphores and shared memory for purposes for
which they are not well-suited. Our taxonomy, Fig. 4,
suggests that semaphores are best used as state indicators
and shared memory is best used for data transfer. However,
the bencnmark program combines these two facilities into
a message exchange medium. The box on page 31 explains

how the data for Fig. 6 was obtained.
Blocking. It is possibleto block on most IPC service calls.
That is, the kernel suspendsthe process-halts its consumption of CPU cycles-until the desired external event
occurs.Thus polling or busy waiting,which consumeCPU
cycles,areunnecessary.If more than one processis blocked
on a particular IPC facility, the UNIX system makes no
guaranteeas to which processwill obtain the facility when
it unblocks.For example,the UNIX systemguaranteesthat
messagequeuecommunicationswill be deliveredin a firstin-first-out IFIFO) order, but does not guaranteethat processeswill get them on a first-come-first-servedbasis.It is
also possible to continue without delaying on most IPC
service calls.

UNIX IPC Facilities
The traditional UNIX IPC facilities are files, pipes,FIFOs
(namedpipes),and signals.Pipes,FIFOs,and, of course,
files all use the file systemto passdata.They passinformation as byte streams,the natural interpretation of all information in the UNIX file system.
Files
Files are not truly IPC facilities, but they can be and
often are used for IPC. Two or more programsthat use a
file for IPC must agreeon conventionsfor data format and
synchronization.Typically, the presenceor absenceof a
secondlock file is used to signalwhen the datafile is being
accessed.
The UNIX systembuffers file input/output and uses de-
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layed writes during output. So, for short communications
sent during periods of light loading, file IPC can be fairly
efficient (sincethe data will often be found by the receiver
in the buffer). However, for long messagesand/or heavily
loaded systems,file IPC will be the least efficient mechanism possible. The advantagesof file IPC are unlimited
capacity and multiple delivery. A single messagecan contain as many bytes as the largestlegal file. A singlemessage
can be read by more than one process.
Pipes
The classic UNIX IPC mechanism is the pipe. Fig. 7
shows how pipes work. Fig. 7a depicts a pipe in complete
generality while Fig. 7b shows the preferred arrangement
for two communicating processes.Pipes enforce a rigid
first-in-first-out order to messages.One or more processes
can write into a pipe and one or more can read from it.
However, each messagecan be read only once. Theseprocessesmust have a common ancestor (who sets up the
pipe). Normally, writes to a full pipe block the writing
processuntil a readerremovessome datawhile readsfrom
an empty pipe block the readingprocessuntil there is data
to read.
The performanceof pipe IPC will be the sameas file IPC,
up to a point. Pipes are restricted to use only a small part
of a file's potential capacity;this preventssome expensive
disc accesses.This is more efficient from a systemsviewpoint, although it might force a longer delay in delivering
a messaSe.
Synchronization of communications is automatic and
reliable if a pipe has exactly one writer and one reader.
Since writes and reads to or from a pipe are not atomic
(i.e., guaranteedto finish before preemption), reliability

remains an issue if there are more than two writers or
readers.
Pipes are a very general mechanism. They can be used
for many purposes. However, they seem best suited to perform function composition, successively passing unstructured data from one process to another.

FIFOs
Named pipes, or FIFOs, are identical to pipes in operation. FIFOs, unlike pipes, are not constrainedto have the
channel set up by a common ancestor.A processneed only
know a FIFO's name and have permission to accessits
contents.
Signals
Another classicUNIX IPC mechanismis the signal. Signals are usually used to trigger events.Signalsare usually
constrained to use a single value from a small set (about
20) of predefinedvalues.This seriouslylimits their ability
to pass information* Signals are not queued and there is
no indication of who the sender is. Signals,despite their
simplicity, are not very efficient IPC mechanisms.
Historically, signalswere createdas a mechanismto terminate processes.There are two problems with using signals for IPC: it is possible for signals to be lost and it is
possibleto terminatea receivingprocessprematurely.Both
problems occur if signals of the sametype are received at
too high a frequency.
Unlike other IPC facilities, signalsaffect control directly
rather than simply exchangingdata. They should be used
carefully, if at all.

Fig. 7. The structure of pipes.
(a) General structure. (b) Preferred pipe structure for bidirectional communication between
IWOprOCeSSeS.
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System V IPC Mechanisms
Pipes and signalspermitted softwaresolutions not practical with single monolithic programs.The new IPC mechanisms in UNIX SystemV permit, in turn, more sophisticated solutions than was reasonablypossible with pipes
and signals.UNIX SystemV adds three very powerful IPC
facilities:messagequeues,sharedmemory,and semaphores.
Thesefacilities do not use the file system or require common ancestry. Thus, program design constraints are much
reduced.All are accessedin the sameway: a processthat
knows the right key and has the right permissions requests
the kernel to connect it.
Semaphores.Semaphoresare used to control accessto
shared resources,to synchronize events, and/or to announce the state of some object. They are generally used
as indicators,rather than to passinformation. Fig. B shows
how semaphoresmight be used to protect a resource.Conceptually,they usea singlemachineword. In fact,however,
they are somewhatmore complicatedand UNIX SystemV
doesconsiderableprocessingto effecta semaphoretransaction.
Semaphoresmust often be used in pairs: once to protect
or lock a resource and once to releaseor unlock it. For
example,considerthe use of semaphoreswith sharedmemmedium asdescribedearlier
ory to createa message-passing
and in the box on page 31.
A single semaphoresystem call is the UNIX system's
fastestIPC facility.
MessageQueues.Messagequeuesare most frequentlyused
to exchangemessages.They behave similarly to pipes in
that messagesare passedon a first-in-first-out basis.However, associatedwith each messageis a type number and
an argument. The type number enablesmore flexible programdesigns.Successivemessages
with the sametype form
queues,but a receiver can choosewhich type(s) to read.
The argument is an array of characters,but not quite a C
string (there is no guarantee of a null terminator).
A messagecan be read only once.Each accessof a messagequeue is atomic. This eliminates one sourceof unreliability using pipes. It is possibleto read a queuewithout

blocking if it happens to be empty. Any number of processescan accessa queue, and they need not be related.
A processcan accessa queueif it hasthe correctpermission
and has the queue'skey. Fig. I shows how messagequeues
work.
There are three primary strategiesfor using type numbers: as mailbox IDs as shown in Fig. 9a, as priorities as
shown in Fig. 9c, or as op codes.If all messagessent via
a particular messagequeue have the same type number,
then the queue is a strict first-in-first-out byte stream. If
messageshave different type numbers associatedwith
them, then eachtype acts as a first-in-first-outb1'testream.
Consequently,messagescan be read in an order different
from their write order.
Messagequeuesare a very generalmechanism,and can
be used for many purposes.They seembest suited to conveying small, private communicationsfrom one processto
another.Messagequeuesare probably the fastestpractical
IPC mechanismfor this purpose.
Shared Memory. Sharedmemory is most frequently used
to transfer data from one processto another.Sharedmemory uses coordinatedwriting and reading to and from the
same physical memory locations to share working data
among separateprocesses.That is, two or more distinct
programs can arrangeto have the sameset of buffers and/or
variables, much like global common variables or buffers
for a single program. To pass data reliably using shared
memory requiressynchronizingdatawrites and reads.This
is often accomplishedwith semaphores.Fig. 10 showshow
sharedmemory works.
Shared memory can pass arbitrarily complex information. Capacityis limited only by the amount of main memory available.It and semaphoresare special in that more
than one processcan readthe samecommunication.Shared
memory is theoretically the fastest possible IPC mechanism. In practice,sharedmemory is sensitiveto the use to
which it is put.
Although data is sent at the instant it is written in memory, receiving the data is somewhat more problematic. If
many processesare competing for the samememory, then

Fig. 8. fhe use of a semaphore
to protect a system resource.
Semop ls a semaphoreoperation.
Decrementing a semaphore acquires it if it was free, and thereby
locks the resource. lncrementing
a semaphore releases it it it was
acquired, and therebyunlocks the
resource. Whileone prccess uses
(locks) the rcsource, the semaphore blocks the otherprocesses.
When the process using the resource complefes,lt releases(unlocks) the resource for use by
other orocesses.
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they may be forced to copy the shared memory contents
to prevent blocking each other. Since shared memory accessesare not atomic, processesmust signal both when
new data has been written and when old data has been
read. In general,this implies either two semaphoresor two
lock states for the same semaphore and bracketing
semaphore operations in both the sending and receiving

processes.
Sharedmemory is a generalmechanism.It can be used
for many purposes.It seemsbest suited to sharing large
working setsof data between alternately executing processes. However, shared memory tends to reintroduce exactly
the kinds of program coupling that historically have created
problems.Sharedmemory should be usedwith somecare.

Flg.9. Ihe structureofrnessage
queues. (a) Generalstructure. (b)
Typical structure for bidirectional
communicationbetween two processes. (c) Typical structure for
bidirectional communication between two processes with Nvo
priorities, high and low. Msgsnd
is a message send (transmit)operation which places a message
into the message queue. Msgrcv
ls a message receive operation
which retrievesthe specified message, usually the next, frcm the
message queue.
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Fig. 10. Typical shared memory
structure for bidirectional communication between fwo processes.
Sernaphoresare used to coordinale message transfer. Semaphore 1 b/ocks process 1 while
process 2 empties shared memory. When shared memory is
empty, process 2 releases semaphore 1, unblocking process 1
and unlocking shared memory.
Process 7 then sets semaphore 2
to lock shared memory and block
process 2 while process 7 fll/s
shared memory. When shared
memory is full, process 7 releases
semaohore2.
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